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I^JDSK TO DOCUimiT BOOK
KRUBP, a\SB K0» 10
Puk' !'
SIAirK lABCa
AKFIDA-'/ITS OP DBPEilEiANTS
RECRTJITISNT DEPOHTATION
USE OF COUPULSDHY LABOR.
Exhibit document UescrlDtion
No. No
I-IIX-1075J5 -iffiaavit, dated 21 Julj-- 19k-J,
of Ihn, nentionin^ negotiations
by Krupp vrith the SS in 19^2
for concentration canrp laboriin
the G-usstahlf-abrih and the send
ing of Lchmann to concentratio-
canp Oranienberg in 19^ to
negotiate for innates there. Ihn
states that his decisions on em
ployment of concentration canp
innates T7ere na.de after consulta
tion -trith Houc.renontj Janssen an.d
probably Buelor;.
HIK-9529 Affidavit, dated 2 July 19^^?^ of
Ihn, stating that he V7as respon
NlK-lOjifO
sible for labor allocation only
in Essen but kne^7 tliat concen
tration canp innates and Eastern
^orhers nere enplo3''ed in great
numbers in the Berthauerk in
Markstaedt in 19^3 nnd 19^^. Ihn
nentions a meeting of the Krupp
officials in Ilarkstaedt in the
fall of 194*3 attended by Alfried
Krupp, iluellcr, Janssen, Korschan
and Eberhardt, Ihn also states
that as early as 194-1 the allo
cation of concentration camp in
mates was contcmpla,tcd in Essen
and the usual request forms were
executed.
Affidavit, dated July 19^7^
of Janssen, referring to a session
of the -iufsichtarat on 3I March
194-3 attended by Alfried Krupp,
G-oerens and Looser as regular mem
bers of the Direktoriu.m and Pflrsch,
Mueller, Houdromont, Korschan and
himself as deputy members, who
considered, among other things,
appropriation of two million Reich
Marks for nachlnco for manufactur
ing spare parts for automatic
weapons in Auschv/itz.
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NIK-953i^ Affidavit^ dated 7 July 19^7,
of Janssen, concerning' his '
visits to Ilarlcstaedt before
and during the construction of
the Bertharrerke; his knoTrledge
of the employment of concentra
tion camp inmates in the Bertha-
werke. He mentions the Krupp
fuse plant project in Auschnitz;
states that he learned from
Mueller that nanpouor from the
Auschuitz concentration camp
could be used in the plant; and
that the offer of 500 ^^evreesQs
for Sssen was approved by Houdre-
mont.
NIE_103lf6 Affidavit, dated 30 June 19V,
of Janssen,, referring part
icularly to employment of 5^0
female concentration camp inmates '
and stating that in the summer :f
19^^, the technical management of
the Krupp vjorks, under direction
of Houdremont, requested the em
ployment of these women*
HIK-II303 Affidavit, datod 3 July 19^7,
of Eberhardt', concerning a dis
cussion with Janssen in 19^^
about recourse to er^loyment of
concentration camp inmates and
Janssen^s affirmative answer,
which Eberhardt transmitted- to
the plant in Qeisenhein, result
ing in the onploymont of 100 to
200 concentration camp inmates
there.
NIK-II23I Affidavit, dated 3 July 19^7, of
Alfried KrupP, stating that when
negotiations were underway on the
-iuschwitz fuse plant project and.
the site of the plant was decided
it was clear that labor from the
-•iuschwitz concentration camp was
to be used. He admits that lifcaljan
military internees and at least a
considerable number of E'estern
workers did not cone to Germany
voluntarily*
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NIK-o2^53 Affidavit, dotted 2S 19^7,
of Loeser. stating that, hecause
of housinr; and food difficulties,
he opposed the plan advocated in
19^2* "by Alfried Krupp, G-ustav
Krir^p^ Hueller and G-oorens to
employ about to o0,000
foreign vzorkers and PT"'"s; that he
remembers that r-ations granted to
Husvsian morkors x7oro far lower
than those of other foreign
workers and tried to inpi'ove them;
thilt he and other important Krupp
officials knew that Russians were
recruited, by force, but thought
Western workers wore volunteers,
that ho had hearsay knowledge c
beatings in Krupp plants; that he
recalls a "recruit action" undor-
takon in France; and that Mueller
urged the assignment of foreign
workers to Krupp to increase
production^
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KROPP, aiSS NO, 10
SIAVS L.IBOR
AFFIDAVITS OF D3FSI®AIT7S
POOD, SITTLTKR, CLOTTHKG-, lISDiaiL CARE, Al® AIR RAID
SxMbit Docunent Description Sagp
No No.
NIK--ll2te i^-fficTavit, dated 11 July 19^7,
of Lohnann, concerning dis
cussions uith Ihn about bad
living conditions of Eastern
workers# Ihn took ujp the
problen in meeting of the
"Snail Social Sroup" of the
Northwest G-roup.
NIK-103^9 -i.ffidavit, dated ^0 June 19^7,
of Janssen^ stating that Ihn
was the highest authority with
in the Cast Steel Torks for the
allocating, victualing and
lodging of foreign workers and
PT'g; added that circulars con
cerning troatnent of foreign
workers were issued directly
by Ihn with his signature only.
NIK-J.03i|-2 Affidavit, dated 7 July 19^7>
of Kupke, nentioning his visit
to Markstaedt to investigate the
food situation and observing the
concentration canp there with
fenale concentration carip inmates
at 77ork. Hogarding his respon
sibility for sheltering and feed
ing of the 500 fenale concentra
tion canp innates in Essen, he
states that food rations were
established hy Buchenwald. Kupke
also refers to nerotiations be-
1170en the Gestapo and Krupp in
establishing the disciplinary
camp in Dechenschule in which he
and von Buelow took part. States
t'mt 3;hepKrupp ^erkschutz was en
trusted with the supervision of
Dechenschule Camp and that he,
Kupke, only provided the shelter
ing and feeding#
NIK-6S11 Statement of Kuwke, signed I9
September 19^5, stating that he
was in charge of the General care
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KIK-.6S11 and guarding of foreigners and
(cont'd) that Ihn vras his supervisor. The
labor allocation undei" Lehmann
(ihn's deputy) v/as in charge of
the procurement of PR's xilth
Eickmaier in charge of prccure-
ment of Russian a,nd French PR's.
Kupke states tliat no more than
7000 or SOOO Russian laborers and
I5OO-2OOO Russian PR's uore en-
ployed by Krupp, Ho recalls that
von Buolou often accompanied Ihn
through the Eastern uorkor's,
Res tern r/orkor's, and'PR camps
which uore under Kupke's super-
vis 5. on. Kupke states that he ha a
no official dealings with the
Nehrfeld cnnp oven though its
inmates were employed by Krupp.
Kupke adds that Lehmann was in
charge of liaison with Buchenuald;
that he (Kupke) was in charge of
the bileting and feeding of those
laborers and that he (Kupke) and
Lehmann were ^"^rupp liaison men
with the G-cstapo,
KIK-103i^3 Affidavit, dated S J\ily 19^7, of
Pflrsch, stating that as deputy
member of the Direktoriun in Essen,
he took part in the regular Monday
discussions and that from about
19^12 on, there wore discussions
in these meetings of complaints
that existing huts were inade
quate for the housing of allocat
ed workers.
NIK-IO769 Affidavit, dated 3 July 19^7> of
Alfrlcd Krupp, stating that Looser
repeatedly questioned large exp''nd-
ituros for orootion of barracks
for foreign workers and was opposed
to erection of new permanent camps
outside the industrial sites.
NIK-III65 Affidavit, dated 19 July 19^7, ot
Ihn, stating that he was never in
formed of the conditions In the
children's camp at Voerde which
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NIIC-III65
(cont'd)
lead to the death of about
kOy'd of the 120 inuates uithin
four months; that the feeding
of the clilldren v/as the' respon
sibility of the Oberlager-
fuehrung and that such high
mortality rate should have been
investigated by the Oberlager-
fuehrunc as well as the nedica'^
department of Ki-upp.
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SLAVE Il;\B0H
AFFIDAVITS OF DZFFKDANTS
ABUSE, HISTHE-i-TIEKTS, VIOIENCS, AND PUNISHI'-IFNTS .
Exhibit Docuqcnt
No, No,
D Gsori'otlon Page
No.
KIK-6glO
NIK-IO75O
NIK-IO75I
Statement of KupKe, made
22 September 19^3, admitting
knowledge of nistreatnent of
Polish n.nd other foreign
laborers in the camps and adds
that von Buelow and Ihn were
always infornod -about this.
Kupke states that he never
knew that pregnant women and
old men had to v/ork 12 hours
daily and that ho reoorted
short comings such as in
sufficiency of airraid shelter
and overcrov/ding of the camp
to his sup.cx'visors from time
to tine, states that in the
spring of 19^3 there wore 20,000
to 22,000 foreign workers em
ployed in Krupp plants but by
February 19^5 "there were only
10.000 to 12,000. He states
that the Cast Steel "7orks em
ployed 21,000 workers.
..affidavit, dated I5 July 19^/',
of Kupkc, after being shoym a
transcript of a meeting on 10
llarch I9W of the Gestapo with
camp loaders in which the Chair
man, Nohlos, said that all in-
coning and outgoing nail of
Eastern, Ukrainian and Polish
workers vras to be routed to the
Gestapo and burned. Kupke
acknovrlodgcs that after this
conference, nail v/as turned over
to the Gestawo twice vfcekly.
-i-ffidavit, dated 27 June 19^7,
of von Buelow, stating that around
19^^ the secret police requested
that Krupp censor .all nail of
Russians, -^-fter discussions with
Kupkc and with Nohlos, it; was
ordered by Nohlos that all mall
bo turned over to the police and
since Buelov? s.aw no other way out,
the order v/as followed.
7 -
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NIK-II233 -ifficlavit, datod 7 July 19^7,
of Buelow, describing how Krupp
set up its owh^bunishn'ent cariirci--
Dechenschule. Hb states that '
French and Belgians who refused
to work were sentenced by G-erman
military tribunals and trans
ferred from France and Belgium
to the G-estapo and that d.uring
their stay at Dechenschule camp,
they were used as Krupp workers
and escorted to and from work
by Krupp plant police. Buelow
states that he had the double
responsibility of following both
G-estapo and Krupp in administra
tion of the camp,
KIK-IO760 Affidavit, dated I9 July 19'^7,
of Ihn, admitting that the food
situation in camps for foreigners
was not as good as tliat for the
G-erman population. He also states
that a request which was made to
have pregnant women and old men
work 12 hours a day in the Voordc
camp must be considered too much.
Kc docs not recall whether ho
ordered a reduction "of working
hours in this particular case.
NIK-IO761 *iffidavit, dated 19 July 19^7*
of Ihn, stating that workers who
were not at their place of work
in the factory had their food
rations cut. Ho also states that
until ^'laroh 19^3> Beusch, under
Looser, was responsible for the
feeding of the people in the camps.
TO DOCUi::E;iMT'3002 (COi^'D)
KR'uPP, CA.aT NO-o 10
S'IAVT: LaBOR
AFTIRAVITS OF REFFI^IDANTS
EI.I?LOYl'SNT of PKISOKTCRS of tar xilTD FOHEiaN TTOPIKERS IR MANU
FACTURE OF AR2IS AiO MUNITIONS.
Exhibit Document Description Pago
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NIK-1076^ Affidavit of Korschan, dated
IS July 19^7, stating that the
Borthawerko v;as constructed as
a workshop for light field
howitzers production a,nd was
engaged solely vrith war productin
. until the end of the war, manu
facturing light field howitzers,
torpedo launching tubes, airplane
crank shafts, tank destroyer
guns, anti-aircraft guns and
7-5 shells-
a
NIK-IO752 Affidavit of Jansson, dated
IS July 19^7; stating that the
airplane parts production of
Krupp consisted mostly of crank
shafts whl.ch were produced in
Hanburg and later in the Bortha-
v/erks-
NIK-1075^ Affidavit of Ilin, dated 21 July
19^7, stating that the first Ptr's
arrived at the G-usstahlfabrik
in September 19^- Ihn states
that, to his knowledge, the
question of employment of Pf's
for manufacture of v/ar material
was never discussed the Vor-
stand, but he v/as aware that P' ^ s
were so employed.
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SLaVZ La? OH
affidavits of DFFFI\TDAKTS
II^I^/IDUAL R2SP0NSI3ILITY AMD IClSCZLIulNSOUS SUBJECTS,
Exhibit Document; DsscPi'p'tion psige
_ ^ IJ£,
l'IIK~107^ Affidavit of Alfriod Kznipp,
dated 17 July 19^7, stating
that Ihn reported to hin once
or tv/ico a nonth concerning
conditions anong the workers,
but that ho took no special
stops to -assure hinself that
authority and discipline vrere
not abused because ho trusted
such non as Ihn, Krupp states
that the Krupp concern should
have been nore careful, in
issuing orders concerning workers,
to point out which of then were
"by order of the Harty and Govern-
ncnt and that the issuance of an
ord.er by the Krupp Firm gave a
stamp of approval and encouraged
severe treatment of foreign
workers. Krupp adds that he heard
that contracts of foreign workers
wore to be extended against their
will and that this v/as an indica
tion that they were not voluntary
workers, but he does not know
whether the Krupp firm extended
such contracts.
NIK-107i|-9 .iffidavit of Alfriod Krupp, dat
ed 17 July 19^7# stating that he
realizes that it was not proper
to confine Russian workers in
camps surrounded by wire bulb ho
believed that it was necessary.
Ho recalls a report about diffi
culties which Krupp had in
obtaining labor in foreign
countries because foreigners did
not want to cone to Germany»
Later he heard that there had
been regimentation of workers in
occupied territories, and knew
that the \7orkers had not cone
voluntarily^
- 10
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NIK-6^13 ^ifficlavit of KuxdIcg concerning
numerous subjects o,nd stating,
among other things, that in
19^3 took over the nanagenont
of the community camps and v;as
responsible for the supervision
of all Krupie canras except P'T's,
KZ's and special camps; thcat this
activities included ioohlng after
food, acconnodation, camp equip
ment and security matters such as
providing personnel and super
vising foreigners. References are
made to the numbers of foreign
vrorkors (20-22,000 in 1943) and a
12 hour v.'orking day. Kupke ad
mits that the camps viore ovor-
cro\7dGd, -and there uorc not
enough air raid trenches. He
mentions frequent discussions .^ith
the Directorate, particularly
Jansscn, Houdrenont, Mueller, Ihn
and Buolomm Ho states that Leh- .
mann v/ad head of Labor Allocation
Section "A"; ^jas responsible for
procuring v/orkers from foreign
countries and uont to Buchenr/ald
to get prisoners from there. Ho
. states "that ho and Lehmann acted
as liaisons ulth the C-estapo;
that Buolom usually accompanied
hln to the G-ostapo offices; that
plans concerning food were sent
to Ihn, Lehmann and Stratnann;
tliat the camps v;oro visited by
Ihn, Bueloig and Lehmann. Kupko
acknowledges his signa.turo on a
docuiviont ordering tne distribu
tion of SO steel whips to Krupp
v/orks and states that such
distribution v/as with the know
ledge and approval of Buolow, Ihn
and V'ilshaus. Kupke adds that he
always verbally informed Ihn and
Buelow of ill troatnont of Polish
and Russian vrorkors, and that Ihn
reported everything concerning
Rastorn workers and P'.7 camps t ;
Hcrrn Krupp,
D - 274 Affidavit of Ihn, dated 1 October
1945, roaffirnod in NIK-9532 dat
ed 23 June 19^7; concerning numer
ous subjects and stating, among
other things: that ho xjrxa engaged
- 11 -
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D - 2'jk- with "xTorkers questions" since
(cont'd) 1939 including personnel ad-
ministration, wage office and
welfare and from 19^3 Ober-
lagerfuehrung (Chief Cam Direc
tion) cooperative stores, ho
spitals and administration of
housing as well as the guarding
and feeding of foreign workers.
States that the highest number
of foreign workers employed ty
^ Krupp was about 20,000; that the
working hours of these foreigners
was laid down by the works and he
was responsible; that such workers
included youths from the age of
1^ years. Ke states that the first
KZ prisoners arrived in 19^^
although Krupp had asked for 1100
to 1500 on 22 September 19^^-2;
that ho v/as responsible for tl.o
employment of these KZ's as well
as negoto-tions for them; that he
was also responsible for food
supply of all can^s including
special and concentration car^s.
Ihn admits knowledge of the
distribution of stell birches in
the works; and feiates that he was
informed that workers were beaten
up in the works and carps. He in
formed the Directorate of such
cases, especially Janssen. Ihn
states that the ^20 Hungarian
Jexvesses employed by Krupp in
Essen wore ordered by him on,in
structions by the Directoralfce and
that Lehmann traveled to Buchen-
wald on Ihn's order to arrange
for emloyment of the prisoners.
Ihn repeats that he was respon
sible for matters concerning
workers in 19^2 and mentions a
communication from Gauleiter
Schlossnann saying that if con
ditions v/ere not inproved in the
camps he (Schlessmann) would take
action himself. He states that
only people in the camps who
appeared for work received food.
He concludes by saying that the
handling of special canps was
under Buelow. He confirms the
assertions by Kupke and Lehmann
that he was frequently in the
camps and fully informed of
occurances thercino
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NIK-IO772 Affidavit of Alfriod Krupp. dat
ed 31 July. 19^7, stating that
Looser uas responsible for all
administrative offices of Fried.
Krupp A.G,^ Personnel Admin
istration, "Tage and Salary Office,
Housing Administration, Hospitals
and Administration of Camps un
til at least 19^1 or 19^2 vhon a
ncu organization took place. Hp
concludes that frto 1937 19^3>
the entire Krupp business policy
r;as influenced and, to a great
extent, determined by Looser.
- 13 -
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TRAITSLATION OP DOCUiVISNT NIK 10758
OFPICP OP CHIEP OP COUNSEI. POR V7AR CRimS
Affidavit
I, M"x IHN r.t proront in Ruornbcrg, hciving been duly
v/rrnod thr.t fr.lso stntomcnts on my pr.rt will render me
liable "to punishment, herewith et'^te the following on
oath, voluntarily and without coercion;
After wo had had negotiations with negative results vi/ith
the SS concerning the employment of conccntrrtion camp
prison^^rs in the CTUSS-Stahlfrbrik in Pssen in 1942, we
did not refer to this again in Essen until the summer
of 1944..
The labor erfcuation being v.ry critical at this point, -
V70 had been told that it was impossible to obtain workers
on a. civilian employment basis and that concentr'"tion camp
inmates only could be obtained for industrial production
- Horr Lohmann was sent to Oranienburg to the Wirt-
schaftsverwaitungs-Ha-upta,mt (economic administration hca,d
office) in order to negotiate with reg-rd to the employ
ment of concentration camp inmates by us.
May I emphasize that X did not decide on this problem
concerning the employment of concentration camp inmates
index")endently, but only Tvfter discussing the matter with
Horr HOUEItEMONT in his capacity of workshop leader and
Horr Janssen as my. direct superior. If I remember rightly
I also discussed the security aspect o.f this employment
of concentration camp inmates with our chief Counter
Intelligence Agent (Ha.uptabv/ehrboauftra,gtv.r) Horr von BUELOU
I have carefully read this one page of the above affidavit
and signed i"t pcrsonnlly, have made the necessary
corrections in my own handwriting and countersigned them
with my initials and I declare hv^rowith on oath that I
have, in this statement, told the pure truth to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
(Signatures) Max Ihn
Sworn to and signed before me this 21 dry of July 1947 at
Nuernberg by Max Iffi^ known to mc to bo tho person
making the above affidavit.
(signature;X Manfred A, Issorman
U.S. Civilian, AGO number 446810
Office of Chief of Counsel for Wc.t Crimes
Department
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CONTINUED
OERTIPICATS OP TEANSLiiTION
28, Ootobcr
I, Gcrtr. KANNOVA No. 20151, hereby certify thr.t I r.m
tlioroaghly convcrsr.nt v;ith the English r.nd G-eriar.n
Irngu.r.gos r.nd thr.t the r.bovc is r true rnd cor root
trrnslr.tion of the docutnont NIK 20758.
Gertr TCANNOVA
No. 20151
~ 2 -
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TiiNSUTION :F Nd, NIK-952S
office GHIFF CF G.'UNSEL FGIt "---i:; C USS
If S^x IHW, Nut-rnbepg, Jjavinti been warneu th:it I renior ijyself lir.ble
to punishment if mikin^ s. filso >.6olar£.tion, state hcrevfith unJLer oath
voluntarily anrl ^Aithout havin^ been cx;..osed tD any duress:
1» First of ill, .n cein^ questioned ->n ray kn::wled£.e regjC.rlinj^ the
allocation of c:5nc€ntration c-.nip inirutes in the Krupp plants, I want t"
state that I was responsible f:r the labor allcceticn in Essen
only, and not f.or the labor allocation in the plants outside of
Essen. Therefore, though fully informed -f the conditioins in Essen
itself, I knew of these outside of Essen "nly, "when they were
br:u;ht t-. mj' knowledge" ("weim sie an mich h^rangebracht'wurden"),
With special reference t) tne bortha-;. ork at Earkstaedt it is
?iii.wn t_ me, and it was known to me also at th^^t time, that
cjnccntration camp inmates were allccated there in a ^eat nuaber,
which I cannot exactly recall, 'whether th^y were ilready eju,-l.oyed
in the construction ;.:oricd which preceded the o^ctuil pl-iit is n't
jmown t- mc. They were certainly employed in the plant itself, which
wois mown to all Ic-din^ men in Essen. As to me, I wos present
at the meetinj, nf the concern at jiLarkstaedt which, I believe, took
polace in the fall ..f 1943, out neither at th.it time nor on any other
occasion have I visited the cam; Fuonftoichen -.t iiiio-rkstacdt.
However, e ther at th^t tikio or m the occasion of my ether visits
to Markstaedt, where I. was perhaps three times, I have seen concentrat
ion cam^ inmates o.t .vork, Hcrr H;"Df .EMdNT was also present at
the above mentioned mectina of the concern, nut I cannot stato, whethc
he, actually, saw th-^ inmates at war^y •• n this occasion. There
assisted further -at this meeting ammg others: I&ssrs. Alfricd von
DCHLEJj, Erich Mlf^LLdE, JANSSEB, AOAECKdN ana E£iEclH.WlijT. I know, that
in l£43 and 19^t4 Eastern worioers wore employed in the Aertna-vu^rk,
but I cannot ony oaorc exact information.
2» I want t-o complete my ai-jiission, alrv;.ady contained in a previous
record of an interrogation, that already in iS4l the allocation of
(page 2 of original)
concentration cam; injnatos was contemplated in Essen, though n t
carried out at that time. Some time during tho ye£;r 19-±1, vfe learned
that other firms cmpl'-yed concentration camp inmates, and in
consequence of the existing seri-us shortage of workers, we decided
to fill out one of the usual request f-'^rras and to direct it to the
autn-ritics concerned^ I cannot remomoer any more, whether I
myself filled o-ut this request f onri, whether s .-me one else did so,
nop why nothing over cijn^ t)f the matter.
3. Concerning the ev-acuitol plant in Geiscnheim, I ie n.-t kn^w
whv.ther the plan of alloc-at'iig concentration camp inmates for work
there, was actually carried outf. I was n-'t rosp'nsible f'-^r "the
labor allocation ther^, v/hich was subject t: the in_opondent
decision of the plo.nt management ;f Gei-cnheim.. (l&rssrs.GI3ENTRER and
BRlFiFE.) These- gentlemen once ha.gened to c^ae t, Esscix, when I
was having a discussi.^n with my party fr .-m toe l-'bor illocation.
As far as I can remember, Hsrr TACCiCTL w^-s also present. Gn that
occasion MessrsGUEHTHER and GRi.EFE inf ormed us, that they intended
to allocate c-ncentrati-on camp ininates to Geiscnheim, requesting
us t-' support them if necessary,- in case -f difficulties regardin.^ the
allocation :f such c-ncentrati .^n cam,^ inmr.tes. I r-miSw;d them this
support.
1 Urn
TTu^HSL-TDK OF ri^Cm-^NT No. NIX-S529
OOFTIMUF'D
(pu^c g of ori^iruX)
I h.iy© co.r^fuliy per.i ocioh of the three poses ">f this
affii^.vit, hove nviic the necessory corrections in my -wn honlvvriting
Olid c:untcrsi{i,n^i iblLth ny initials. I iccl-ore herewith unler -oth
thit ill this :.ffiuC.vit I have sp-oken tho full truth to my best
kn-^wlcipG ind belief,
(signature;) IHN
(signature -••f dep-nent)
Sworn to E,nd si^iUod bef jrc ms this 2nd do.y -f July 1947 at Nuromberfp
by Man -t present at Nuernberg
(name and -a'iress jf ecpjnwiit)
known to me t) be the pers.n ma In-^ the above affi-.avit.
(signature;) Mqximilian XCZSSLFR
U.S. Civilian D-2595Q&
(ng"' nuiiiber)
:ffice Bf Chief of Counsel f'T .ar Crijues
U,s. '"--r Department
CEaTIFICc.TE ?F Tli--NSL:xTICN
17 December 1947
I* M.F. ETC No, 6174, hereby certify tho.t I am i duly app.jintcd
translator f-r the English .n: German l\n^u:.£,es ..ni thit the above
is 1 true o .rrect translation of the dicument N.'» NIX-952S#
M,E, IflSCK
ETC No, 6174
- 2 -
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TRANSLATIOIf OF LOCUJIEM No.¥12-10340
OFFICE OF CHIEJF OF GOOTSEi FOE T7AR GRIMES
-i' . — _ — —
AFFimYI^
I, Friedrich JANSSEN, Nuernberg, after havii^
been duly waned that false statements on my part
will render me liable to punishment herewith declare
the following under oath voluntarily and without
coercions
After having been shown the following, document,
which has not yet received a file number, namely
an invitation by Herr Gustav Kruop von Bohlen und
Halbach, dated 5 March 1943 to a meeting of the _
Aufsichtsrat on 31 ferch 1943j with appendices, having
as contents the agenda for the planned meeting of
the Aufsichtsrat and a list of names, I state the
following:
1. To this meeting were invited not only the 10 gentlemen
who at the time formed the Aufsichtsrat, but also
Herr Alfried Krupp von Bohlen und. Halbach,
G6erens,and Herr Loeser, as oidinary memoers
Direktorium and Herr Pfirsch, Frita laieller, Houdremont,
Eorschan, Erich Mueller as well as myself as c.eputy
members of the Direktorium at that time*
On_s_pe_c ial_que£t_i 0ning^s^
I remember distinctly that Herr Loeser also
actually took part in this meeting#
2. I see from the appendix, containing point
agenda, "credit grants (person making report Herr Goerens,
that among them was also the following item!
"E1.I 2,000,000.- for maohines for the
spare parts for automatic weapons at Auschwitz (General
gouvernement),"
It is almost certain that this credit was actuallygranted. Since ^err loeser at the time controlled thefinance department be must have known about this item
of the agenda and also about the granting ^f^^e above
mentioned E1,I 2,000,000.- and the purpose latter.
All the more so since the request for the credit had
to be made out formally by the ordinary members of
the Direktorium i.e. at the time, he hxmself, « p„g
Alfried Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach, and Herr Goerens.
3. Khether this credit has ever been
know. This could probably be ascertained bj
financial department at Essen.
1 -
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TRAUSIiATIOK OF DOCUMENT No^NIK-10340
CONTINUED
(pagg 2 Qf prigifia!]-)
^ -
4, If this credit has actually been us^dJ it ip possxble
that this was already done in 1942 or a*c an eariiP^
date in the year 1943, but that the formal agreement
of the Aufsichtsrat was not given until 31 March
1943 •
The actual procedure was that after the
dinary members of the Direktorium had agreed on the
necessity for the credit and after they had presented
this to Herr Gustav Erupp von Bohlen und Halbachas
president of the Aufsichtsrat, then the latter in
the event-of his agreement woui,d grant the credit
in the name of the Aufsichtsrat and that from tha
moment on the credit could actually
sequent authorization- by the whole of the Auisicn
rat was only a formality which did not always
place immediately, "but only on the occasion
next meeting of the Aufsichtsrat,
5i I cannot remember which project was
"Production of spare parts for automatic weapon
Auschwitz" that is mentioned in connection
credit for 2,000,000.- EM.
6. As far as the gentlemen who were invited to the meeting
of the Aufsichtsrat on 31 March 1943 are
can say with regard to Herr Erich blneller .
repeatedly mentioned item of point 4 f , .(El.! 2,000,000.- Credit) must have been known to h ,
because this was a matter for his departmen •
I have carefully read each of the ^ f
above affidavit, have made the ™-5+-Vi mv
my own handwriting and countersigned
initials and herewith declare under ^^ath h
statement contains the pure truth to the Y
knowledge and belief.
Friedrich JANSSEN(name of deponent) 9
Sworn to and signed before at^nresent
July 1947 at-Nuernberg by Friedrich JANSSEN,(name and address of
at Nuernberg, known to me to be the person m g
above affidavit %
(signature )s Maximilian ICOESSIEE,
uls^Civilian D - 25 95 05(AGO Number)
Office of Chief of Counsel for
T.'ar Crimes
U.S* Uar Department. •
2 ^
TiLlITSilTIOII OF DOCmmVjl iTo JTIE:-10540
COIM'TINUED
CERTIFICITF! CF TRANSIT
23 DonenlDGr 1947
I, John FOSBSEHYy No, 20179? heroh^" oertify that
I am thoroughly conversant with the English and Oerman
languages and that the ahove is a true and correct
translation of the document No., NIIiI-lC340»
John FOSBSRRY?
No. 20179.
- 3 -
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TBATJSIu'-TIOU 0? 3X)Cm-.'ira
OFFICE OP CHIEF OF COUHdEI FOE .
AFFIDAVIT
I, Fricdrioti Jr.nsson, HucrnDorg, teving
been dily '.^r.rnod th.-t ff-.Iso s-c.-cono/its on nyP-r
will rodder no liable to punisluionc, ho.o^vitb
St".tc thG -follrvving on onthy voian'•
without ooGroion»
1.) In n°?ly quGstion asg?.rding the uso of ornountrc.-ion .c. i
tho Bc?tha-V;crky I declare I ronoribcr the i r
w ing 3
Tho O,onstruotion of ,I5ortho.-\grk^^-s '^^ -l^
started before I was norticxpated in
on 1 April 1943. However Pll^^ption, before
the prolininr.ry phase of yj^gonbaun who
ny arrival in Essen, toguth^-r ^ secondary
was in Sssen at the tme, only ®
oociipation. My contribution to
o.long with ny nain activity in lorlin th.^^- 9^^
sition of the necessary sit^s ^ and
well as the organization of a £ x also took
a regular accounting and pay xn Essen as
over within the scope of ny ^ Konzorn,Head of the Finance Office of ^.^"Iha-Wcrk. Bertba-
thc financial questions of the Bcitg^Wcrk.
Work had its own legalG.n.b.H. and later on as a A_.G. _( .k l.n.b.H.,
schaft). At the tine ®°^^:?'^ ®"'^ S£gXnoes Managonont".I belonged to the so-called Bi ^ho
When i-c bocono an n.e-. i jvufsichtsrat. ^
Vorstand o,nd then a ncnbor and during
I went to irrkctaedt before the b.ginning^
the period of the t'it tine always
ahrut tv;o er throe tiiios. I,- +o)=.Vi-[- altogether
fron Berlin) and visited Markstaedt altog ^
probably two or three ray afore-men-in Essei T/hen 1 made the las. '^ f^y ",,gre or
tioned visits, Bertha-\/erlc one of
less in an advanced v place on the
my last mentioned three m vvhich
occasion of a meeting m u„v. and Herr
participated, apart from "^i^ers of the
Alfried von Bohlen, most of the Erich Mueller.
Krupp Birehtorium in particular n Konzern
I believe it was on the occasion people at
meeting that I saw for the firs ,,.jere, obviously,
work in the plant in Markstaedt who ,
- 1 -
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TRANSLATION OP DOCMSNT No»NIS:-9534
CONTINUED
(page 1 of original, cont'd)
particularly by ree.son of their clothes, concen
tration camp inmates, Ho^ivever, I had already seen
before hov; the Speer Construction G-rrup, which
independently directed and carried out the con
struction work(our Herr Rosenbaum
(page 2 of original)
only drafted the plans) obviously employed un
willing workers. The fact that concentration
camp inmates vjere employed in the 3ertha-Works,
as well as the fact ths.t fhe Construction Group
Speer employed forced labor in IJarkstaedt was
known to me and to members of the Lirektorium
in Essen before the above-mentioned meeting of
the Konaern. However, I do not recall that the
Lirektorium, in anj'" way whatsoever, ever took up
an attitude in this respect' or ever had the
opportunity to do so. In particular I cannot remember
that Erich I'lueller or any other person ever sub
mitted a report on this matter to the Lirektorixim
or received instructions from the Lirektorium
regarding the question, T cannot remember the
number of concentration camp inmates used in the
Bertha-V/orks but it can be presumably estimated
at more than 1 000. The business management in
Markstaedt sent rex)orts periodic/ally to Essen,
which were brought'to the knowledge of all members
of the Lirektorium. V/hether these reports included
a detailed list and classification of the man
power emplojT-ed, I do not know.
2.) Concerning the plans (which did not materialize)
of relocating a fuse workshop to Auschwitz, I can
say that this project was in its initial stages
when I was still in Berlin a,nd that I already
knew at that time in Berlin that it was counted
upon using labor from the concentration camp at
Auschwitz• I learned this at that time from Erich
MuelleiJ/^as in Berlin regularly (about every week)
^here,amongst other things, he had discussions with
his Berlin agent (?) Hoelkeskamp, an employee of
the Krupp Agency in Berlin, I never heard of
another Krupp enterprise in Auschwitz apart from
the one mentioned above (Ruse workshop) and cannot
therefore explain the fact that in an £S document
of July 1944 "a Krupp manufacturing vrorkshop-
Auschwitz" is es"pecialiy mentioned there together
with the Union firm.
2 -
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•i:iA''TSLAa?IOi^ 0'^ ^ DCCUIfiAI^T ITr. NIE;-9534
CONTINUSD
(pagG 2 of original, oonfc'i)
According to'my kno\Ucdge, keiff and Hoelkeskamp
participated actively in the Auschwitz proDGcr.
(page 3 of original)
) In replv to the question, to v;hat cztont Loeser
was acquainted with the conditions xn uarkstaedt,
X declare the follov.'ings
Looser* s activitj^ with the
the time X came to issen t with the ^ iintil
that he -belonged to different
Xehruary 1944. X do not recall v;hon
Lorks were actually set xn oporatxon ' after
quently do not Imow whether thxs was "^Tnoser' s
the above-mentioned time of the ^^ssatxon of Loeser
activity in the Krupp Konzern. Looser
tainlv acquainted however with airing
in Llarkstaodt and therefore probably knew ^
this construction period, forced labor
by the Speer Hanagcmcnt. X sent ^
Idrektorium during the txme ox my
Berlin concerning the buildxng porxod
staedt in so far as this concorrioa ^ made by • '."•i
and I presume that such_ reports were ^ , id
Horr Bosenbaum to the Lircktorxt'jn xn n ,.,c,r]rt ' ''P9'
that on this occasion Loeser might have 1 , .,r^
about the above-mentioned circiTinstanco.
(page 4 of origina.l)
4.) T.hen the a-pprozimafccly 500 Je^ '^esSGS ompl^J^ea^at
the O-olsenkxrchoner Bcrgwcrk A.G-. wox there
there and were offoxed to 1."^ offer should'
were differoncoB of opxnxon plants
be accepted or refused. The pecplo r , most
which felt the shortage of avaxlablc
. acutely^wero cf the opinion ths-^ the
mentioned should be used and xn thi^ quperxor,
they were supported by their nxghost superxcx,
Eerr H.oudromont,
a iaadc points 1-4 duryig my mLfi Team
by Mr , Maximilian Koosslor, (Attorney,
XII) on 27 J-nno 19 47 in Nuernberg.
•»
.c!
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TEAI^SMTION 0'^ DOCUIIOTT ljr,MC-9534
CONTITOI^r)
(page 4 of original, oont'cl)
I have oarefully read eaoh of the four pages of
this affidavit, have made the ncoossary corrcotions
in my o^^^n handwriting and countersigned them
with my initials and I declare horov;ith, on oath,
that I have, in this statement, told the pure
truth to the "best of my knowledge and •"belief.
Dr.(signature) Driedrich Janssen(signature of deponent)
Sworn to and signed "before me this 7th day of
July 1947 at iTucrn'borg "by Dricdrich Janssen, present
at Kuornborg known to mo to he the person makxng
the above affidavit,
(signature) ITa^rimilian Koosslor
"U.S.Givilian D 259503
(AG-0 number)
Office of Chief of Counsel
for 7ar Crimes
U.S. Tfar Department
CEEIIDICATD CD TRAKtSIATIOU
OF lO-OUmWJ! No,!iriK-9534.
18 September 1947
I, Kathloon BRAilEET, STo. 20096,hereby certify
that I am thoroughly conversant with the English
and Gorman languages and that the above is a
true and correct translation of the Document
Uo. UIK~9554.
Kathloon EPiAHIiEX,
Uo. 20096.
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ip^;i:SL.-Tia] CF DOCUi.ci;T i^;o.ri:c-i0346
OFi'-ijCZ; OF CdJZF OF CCUilSSL FOR 7J-R CRI1.3S
iLffidc-vit
I, Friodrich JidTSSSiT, Nviornbrirg, hr.ving "boon duly wp.rnod thnt
I rondor nysalf lir.blo to punishment in case of fr.lsc stntoments
on my part hcrevdth declare under oath, voluntarily '.nd undor no
duress the follov/ingi
V('ith regard to the ^niploymont of mor^ than 500 female lU-priso-
ncrs tho folloviing is Icnovm, to ltd.: In the suimuer of i94i tho^hrupp
tvjchnical plant i-ia.na.gorrnnt, mdcr the dir^cticn of Herr HOUDRj^^Oi.] T,
demanded the omployxnt'of those Y:omen in order to obtain sufficient
Hunpov/er. for fulfilling govorniuont orders.The cmploymont of those
women v/a.s repeatedly discussed among the "Vorstrnd" and other
"Grenion" (groupj^of persons). The women vrero used for work, r.lthou^
I cannot re or. 11 any specific resolution by the "Vorstand". Pers^- y»
I objected to the cnploy:.\jnt of those 'vomen. Hovnver, the gcntle-
m. n of the plant rxjirgcncnt were obviously under pressure from
govermx-nt agencies in regard to fulfilL"X)ut of the programs.
About th- deportation, the follv/ing is IcnoT^n to r.ie: One
vdiile V70 v/erc in tho collar during v.n air-ra.id alarm. Dr.
told nc that tho rroamn in the KZ camp ororo in danger, because ho
had heard that their lives Wv.re threatened and he wondered v;'-.'ther
it wc-S not advisable, rnder these circumstances, to mcvo the gir s
av/f.y. I Imov; that all foreign -workers left Usson and v^ere to be
coll..ct,fl Da.st of the Ruhr district. I said
(^.c-ge 2 of original)
to Horr Lghnann, that if the girls v^ero in danger it would
ly bo bettor if tho3'' i '^cro t? ka-n awcy fronDssen. This
olso discussed botTR,on lierr .dOUDRemOi'T, the' gcntlee-Kin of the °
stand'' and m '^-self. These gentloixn, too, -.ksto of the opinion n
it would be vdscr if the girls loft Essen, for their oTJn.sc.ioxy*
Kerr lEIR'Airn' wv.s in charge of the removal. As far a.s I rirls
got in touch r/ith Herr HOUDi'CF.aTT for a decision wh-thcr tbc g ^
ror.llj'' should bo sent a.'way. , ^
I have c;rofulljr read the 2 pages of this affidavit, ^ev-
the necessary corrections in ny ovno handv/riting and initSj-l e
and I h-Tov/ith declare under oath that in this statcm'^nt
told the absolute truth to the best of my ]cnov;lod;^.e and be i"
(signatur-, i) Dr .Frie'drioh JinSS^ji.(signature of depcn-nt;
- 1 -
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"3l'i;.:iSL..TldT ""dp D(X't3lM;Y ^ oIX-.ido46
COIiTEIED
(pr.gc 2 of ori^inrl cont'd)
Si^om to r.nd signed "before mi.: this 30 dr.y of Jvm-; 1947 c.t hu-irnber^
Gcn.i!:,y by Fricdrlch J i. xT S 3 Z N, knov/n to me to be the person
making the [.-.bo-TC offidavit.
signrturo i) iianfrud A.XSSjHi-i-^
llcnfred A
U.S. Civilir.n aG;0 446810_
Office; of Chief of Conns. 1 for bb.r
Grii.n'S
U.S. . .ic.T Dcpr.rtxncnt
"OZR Tli' IC„"E"of TiAj :"3Li".TlaT
I, Kathl-on Zrrmlcy, Uo.20096 h.-roby cjrtify thr.t 1'r.n thorough
ly conversant vxith tho Znglish rnd G:rmr.n languai^es, and that the
r.bov. is a true and correct translation of the ori;^inr.,l docui-K^nt
r IK-10346 .
Ilathloon Hb^i"nY,xTo.20096
- 2 -
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TTli'J^SL/.TION OF D0CUII2NT No. NIK-11303
OFFICE OF CHEF OF COUNSEL FOR Ym CREvIES
Lffidnvit
I, Karl EBERH:\RDT^ havin- been warned thr.t T r^cndoi- aysclf liable to
punishment if I f-Xve r f'^ R.SG "ffidev-rL, d.jposc; volunr.crily and vdthout
duresst (r,"--'c 2 of ori/dnal)
1.) On 1 April 1943 1 became a deputy member of the so-called Directorate
of the Fried. Frupp A.G, then existing in Sssen, I vdsh to say here
that the Directorate consisted of regular and deputy members. The control
of the Konzern v^as exorcized in the meetings of the Directorate^ attend
ed normally only by rocjaLar, and not also by deputy members. Only on
special occasions^ particularly when questions of the specific depart
ment concerned wore under discussioji^, deputy members of the Directorate
too were summoned to the meetings. This applies to me in particular, I
rarely attended the meetings of the Directorate, ^ibove all 1 cannot
remember ever having attond'oci a mcotins of the Directorate in which
basic questions of labor procurement. were discussod^, such as for in
stance utilization of foreign workers of one kind or another, e^g. the
so-c,illed Eastern workers^ workers frofii France, Holland or Belgium,
or concentration c.-^xip inmalcs, or the question of utilizing prisoners-
of-V;?.r in general and ospecially the question of using prisoners-of-
— —lament works or works connected with the armament industry,
T.ihat I have said above a.pnlios not only to the time when the Directorate
had the function of Vorstand of the AG., whidi existed^at that time,
but also later, when the firm vm.s converted into a private enterprise.
Likewioc, I do not remember ever having discussed or had anj'' corrcspon-
wa.r in arm
dencc ^-^bout the basic questions mentioned above outside the mooting oi
the Directorate, with a regular or deputy member of the Directorate.
T w-iQV, +.ry u-.-v,,. 4.u^4. ' u ^ +K.-. mnetlnas of the DircctoratI ish to soy hire thnt, o.-iort fron tho r.otuoJ. eetings of ttio nxroo^-uro.te
discussions took place in a larger circle also, and these too were
attended by members of tho Directorate. It-is possible that
(page 3 of original)
on this or some other occasion one of the
of labor procurt^mont was sometimes discussed, but .1 remember ^
Crete about this at that tim.. The only cxcoption^to the above statement
vjhich I romombor is my dlacussion with Herr J.eNSSii-M .
concentration came ^rise;.. s in the works transferred to
regarding which l"sh-ll - details in the following para^rap- y
statement.
2.) Aso-caiiGd transfcrre;: factory of tho firm ^
Gcisenheim-on-thc-Phine. This transfer had already been ol _ '1943. One of tho products of this f-.ctory was ^^^Herr GUENTHER
mining. The management of this factory was in the hands oi
- 1
TRANSLATION OF DOCUiviLI^^T No. NIK-II3O3
CONTII^UED
(pr.30 3 of orif^inrJ.^ cont'd)
(technical mnnngemcnt) and Hcrr ®..'.SFE (business management). In 1944
there was a .general official decree- that j.n view of the impossibility
of other labor recruitment, :iianpowcr from concentration camps would
have to bo used. I cannot recall dota-'js of this general official
decree, hov-? it was made known in Esscn_. or how it came to my know-
lodge in particular. One clay in 19a4 (1 can no longer remember which
month it was) the above-mentioned chiefs of the Geisenheim works came
to me in Essen with the complaint that they were unable to find the
required manpower in. t:ic normal way, thereupon contacted Hcrr J^lTSSIilN
and broached to him the question o.f whetlier in view of this cxtra.ordi-
nary situation we should net ha.ve to use concentiT.Lion cairp labor on
the strength of the above-mentioned general decree. Horr J.'lJSSSN
answered in the affirrnrtivo, and I passed on his answer accordingly
to the Gcisciilioini gentlemen. I do not know whether or not I referred
to the decision of Korr J/-NSSSN when .giving them this information.
To lay know].odgo r, certain number oi concentration camp inmates -
(pa.gc 4 cf ori;:inal)
I cannot say how many, but estimrato 100 to 200 - were subsequently
actually cnrploycd at C-oiscnhoim. X ^-cnav they were to be employed in
the production of the aforesaid compressed air niinin.g tools.
3.) Regrxding the alleged Krupn factories in Auschwitz, which arc
supposed to have employed inmates of Auschwitz concentration camp
as manpo^vor, I-can s-'-y the following: As fax .-^s I remember I am now
hearing the name of ''Fcrti.gungswcrk Krupp" for the first time. I have
no recollection of the existence of such a. factory in Auschwitz or
that there v^as at any time any other Krupp factory at all in oxistoncc
or planned in Auschwitz, apart from the project of the transfer of
a fuse workshop from Fjsson to Auschwitz, which I shall deal with now.
As regard this project, it never materialized as far as I know. To
my knowledge the fuse workshop in the hall made availcablc by Auschwitz
concentration came, never reached the stage where production could
rcxtually bo begun. The firm of Krupp may have carried out preparations
for production in this hall, and used concentration camp inmates for
this, but as fax I remember the actual production stage was never
reached, and the whole --jroject was tako>i over and realized by the firm
"Union", with whom tn JAam of Krupp had no common interests what
ever in this connectAon. To my knowledge the negotiations on the
above-mentioned .'.usch^ltz project were mainly conducted by REIFF and
,rEINHOLD. I do not, rei-cmbor having boon present myself at any of
these no.gotlations, oxccat the one in Berlin v^jhich led to the can
cellation of the project. However, I adiait that at least from a certain
- 2 -
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CONTINUED
(nago 5 of original)
time onw?j7ds, I was informed of the fact of these negotiations and of
what they wore essentially about, especially as Herr REIFF was my
subordinate, is far as I remember the whole project had not been
initiated by the firm of Krupp, but had in a way been imposed on them
by the authorities. I caiinot say at what joncbure I became aware that
the use of concentration camp inmates in Auschwitz formed part of the
above-mentioned project. However I seem to remember that this was by
no means the chief motive for the firm of Krupp, but that the main
object was to make that hall in Auschwitz fit for u^e-, ' • . • "*
I cannot make any concrete statements from memory as^whether and which
members of the Directorate know about the Auschwitz project and whether,
when, and in what form the project was discussed in the Directorate,
However it v/as no secret in Essen, and I therefore presume that the
leading men wore informed and that the Directorate must have discussed
it in one way oraiothor. The question put to me as to whether there
was any connection between the above-mentioned Auschwitz project and
the soherc of work of the Vorstond member Frich mUELLER, I have to
answer truthfully, in the affirmative.
The above paragraphs 1 to 3 1 wrote - all purely from memory - when
questioned by Dr. Maximilian KOESSLSR, (Attorney, Trial Team III)
on 26 June 1947 in Nuernberg,
Nuernberg, 24 June 1947.
signed: Karl EBERH/tRDT
(page 6 of original)
I have carefully read each of the 6 pages of this affidavit; I
• own handwriting and initialled thorn,made the necessary corrections in my
and hereby docloTG on oath that in this affidavit I have stated only
the truth to my best knowledge and belief.
signed: Karl EBEHH/iRDT
(Signature of deponent)
Sworn to and signed befjSre me this 3rd da.y of July 1947 at Nuernberg,,
by Karl EHSRPL'UDT at nrosent at Nuernberg known to rae to be the person
(name and address of deponent)
making the above affidavit.
signed: Majdmilian KQESSLER
U.S. Civili^ D 259503
(;.G0 number)
Office of Chief of Counsel for War Cr^os
U^S, War Department,
- 3 -
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6ERTIFICATS OF TR/J^ISLATION
5 November 1947
Ij Honica .,ELLV/OODj E 20148, hereby certify that I am a duly
appointed translator for the Germrn md English languages and that
the above is a true and correct translation of the document No,
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1TRANSLATION OF DOCTJI'TINT NO. NIK- 11 2^^
OFFICZ! OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR V/AR CRIME:
AFFIDAVIT
I, Allrled Krupp vcn BOELEI^T und HALEACH, Nuernberg, after it has''
been orought to ny attention, that I nake inyself liable to pro- '
secution in case of riaklng false statenents, do hereby under
©ath declare the following of ny own free will and v/lthout duress
- V _ , _ (page 2 of original)1.; 1 have been, as far as I kno'7, a regular rienber of the Krupp
Direktoriums since I956, possibly only since I957 or 1953, and
tnis my position, as far as I an aware, ceased to exist on 5I
December 19l(-55 at the tine when the AG v/as transforned into a
private conpany. I was chairnan of the Direktoriun fron 1 April
1945 until 51 Docenber 1945 ('?)• -Turing all this tine and also
after 5I December 1945 (?) I have normally participated in all
conferences of the Direktoriun held in a restricted or v/ider
circle. Of course there v;ere cases in v;hich I was absent for some
reason or other. Prcni the foregoing it follov/s that during the
v/ell infor"Bd regarding the basic attitude of the
Irektoriur.i to the question of labor procurement with particular
reference to other than German labor or compulsory labor, and
riake the follov/ing statement in respect thereof,
brt only against its v/ill, i.e. only due
circur.istancc3 to bo described later, put up
J fact that other than Gorman workoT^s and especially non-
workers were to be employed. These circumstances,
consisted in a certain moral pressure exerted
anri authorities in regard to a stepped-up production program
fact fbo? of non-German workers, on the other, in the
and Aorc^^n^^® normally available manpower resources became more
horonrdis?^k finally gave cut completely. This in-
as far pq T 1 neforred tu by me was expressed in the Dlrektorium,.
IhlnLtl first time when the first Russian
of IqJ 1 consigned to us. This was towards the end
vart ov;lv,+. 2 prisoners of war came to us at that time after a
complctel'ir '^ ^^P (Stalag) and often in a
of condition, probably due to the after-effects
tViA'^ -r.oc.v, 4--t S? Eibnormal conditions prevailing in
the wev.1 area. Naturally we could net obtain from
have te 4.'^ ? t German :7or]cGr. At the same tine I
•nr4 that later this situation was chanced as the Russianafter a prcl.mged stay at the"'POW base camp
Russ-Tnn ^ better physical condition. Even when
which na.r h^^ h assigned to us for the first tine,
with thi^ f« t Cluring 1^42, the Direktoriun put up
to thn n? Herr LOESER submitted a statement
foreign which showed that the employpent of s uchSlltivo cn^rn^> the relative work output and the
financial adim t this tjgie of labor v/ere of no
eS^nncrt oA o ^^^PP compared with the
Loose; workers,. But it is not correct that Herr
me above thiq the attitude mentioned by
torium *T i^n-rr attitude of the entire Dlrek-• I na^ mention at this Juncture that, when the question of
— It*
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(page 2 of original cont'd)
the prolected erection of suitable barracks for foreign workers
arose, Herr Looser repeatedly showed grave concern from the
standpoint of his department, i,e« the financial standpoint.
If I am being asked, whether or not the member of the Direktorii
Herr Brich Mueller, had a special positive influence on the
emplo^nnent of foreign workers, I ca/inot answer the question
in the positive in this form. It is merely correct, that Herr
Erich Mueller v/as directly exposed to the pressure of the
authorities in Berlin through hds direct dealings with them
following the forcing of the production program and, analogous1*
the forced utilisation of foreign manpower. Hence, it v;as he,
•who reported and passed on this pressure to the Direktorium.
After a certain time at least it was clear to everyone that the
Russian civilian vi^orkers were not voluntary workers in the true
sense of the v/ord and this circumstance caused the above mentio
ed inherent dislike of the Direktorium to become more profound.
The^nati^al objection of the Diroktorium to the employment
especially involuntary workers described before !found more pronounced expression vj-hen later, again under the
(page 5 of original)
pressure of external circunstances, manpov/er requirements had
to be covered by the utilisation of concentration camp inmates.
I believe in 19ii-i| an offTc.n'al announcement was made to the
effect that other workers than prisoners of concentration camps
will no longer bo considered. Under this pressure the Dirok
torium therefore had to bo satisfied to cover each and every
need of nanpov;er in this manner. Those are the great
out:y.nos of the policy followed by the Diroktoriuri as regards
the procurement of foreign or involuntary workers. As to the
details of the methods used in drafting foreign especially
labor, I will give a full aecount'^in the ensuing pci'
01 his statement, as far as the circumstances arc known to or
romer.ibored by ne.
2.) particular referonoe to the "Bortha-'lVerk" in Markstaedt
near g^^slau, it is a fact that for the construction work
preceding the opening of this plant, that was in about 19^?*
the labor of a great many prisoners of concentration camps was
Doing utilized, which was known to mo personally as well as to
, ^ must add that I do not know v/hother theutilization of concentration camp prisoners during the construe'
ion period of the "Bertha-'.Vork" was either caused or carried
out by the Krupp firm or whether it occurred in the proper
operations by the "Organization Todt" under MinisterbBAhK, which was entrusted with the execution of the constructic
work, I do not believe th^t in the beginning of operations the
w 1^ ° concontration camp intornoes v/as utilized at the Bertha•vVorks, But it certainly was the caso at a later stage in the
of the -works, i.o, not later than in the first half
of 19qi4' "Vhother or not it took placo as early as in 19ij.5 I
do not know. The fact of the employment of prisoners of con
centration camps and that the relative concentration branch-
camp, I believe named "Puonftoichon", was in the immediate
•»' 2" —
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(page Ij. of original)
vicinity of the plant of tho "Bertha V/erk" v/as knov/n to me as
v/ell as to tho Diroktoriun. The highest number of prisoners
of concentration camps cmplcycd at any timo by tho "Bertha War'
is estimated to lie approximately between 1000 and 10000. I
do not recall that the Dirokfcorium took the initiative in any
form regarding the utilization of concentration camp prisoners
for the operation of the "Bertha 7/ork" cr know of the accomplis
fact. As to the argument that such an important measure could
not h!a.ve been taken v/ithout prior consideration on the part of
the Kmapp-Direktcrium, I declare that the SPI3ER Ministry (Saupr
appointed a so-called agent (Kommissar) to' the Bertha 7/ork in;
the person of Herr Gildemoister, who on his own initiative took
nany decisive steps. At a timo v;hen tho Bortha Work was in ;
course of construction, Herr Goorons, on behalf of the Direktpr
in Essen, was competent as regards this matter. Herr LOESER
entrusted with the financial side. I, myself, have been in
Harkstaedt four or five tines. Once during the construction
period I have seen the concentration camp prisoners used for .
that purpose, at work, ilt least once, during one of my other
visits to Karkstuodt, I have seen tho concentration camp Fucnf-
teichen existing there at a distance.
3*) -/ith particular reference to tho Krupp situation in Auschwi
I must truthfully doclam, cvon after having been acquainted
with'the essential contents of the circular of "S.S. Sturmbann—
fuehrer Hauorcr" and more especially with his alleged reference
to the "Auschwitz-Fortigungs-'York-Krupp", that I do not know
cr knew at an3^ timo that the Krupp firm, whether under tho name
of "Fortigungs —V/crk" cr an^r other name, ever had another plant
in Auschwitz, except tho project for the relocation of a fuse
v/orkshop to be mniitioncd forthwith^ Not only was it unkno\m
to mo, but I also think it impossible that such v;as the case.
T , , (page 6 of original)1 nave to maintain this statement, oven after it was held up
against me that the circular in question became effective ^
1944^ at a time therefore, when the Krupp fuse project
at Auschwitz already'" had no further object, and that the same
circular in another part contains a reference to 'HVeichsel
Motall Union, Auschwitz".
In roforence to the project of the transfer of a fuse
workshop to Auschwitz, I want to state the following*
in regard to the relevant negotiations between Krupp and the SS
in Auschwitz, by way of Army Ordna nco Office, Berlin, I was
at that particular timo only cursorily informed. The ncgotiatif
proper were conducted for Krupp, as far as I remember, by
Hcrren REIFF and '.'YSINHOID. I cannot say with certainty.
Whether or not Herr Karl EBERIA.RDT plev.od an essential part
T following reason. At a certain time,tho date of which^ can no longer remember, all matters pertaining to the trans-
Pl^'^nts were concentrated in the person of Herr Karl
^ Since I no longer remember tho date, I also do^® know whether the negotiations in regard to the relocation
of the fuse workshop to Auschwitz took place before or after.
If it took place later, Herr Karl EBERKAFDT must have played
^kcm. If it took placo before, ho may possibl
nave participated in spite of. this. I do not rcmem.ber, if
- 3 -
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and to whai: Gxtom: other members oi' the Direktoritim were
informed about negotiations concerning Auschwitz. Undoubtedly
Herr Erich r/IUELLER was interested in the technical aspect of •
the matter.. But I do not think that ho was informed about that
part of the negotiations, which dealt with the specific form
of labor procurement. Since at a time v;hen the ncgetiations
wore still under v/ay, it was mooted to construct the fuse shc^
near the concentration ca.mp of Auschwitz, the name of which
I then heard for the first time, it was clear to mo that the
labor of the conoonrtration camp prisoners at Auschwitz would
be utilized for this pi*OLjoct. I believe that this also must
have been ovidcnt to-the-other gentlemen of the Direktorium.
T , (page 7 of original)
1 remember that at thai? •cine I had a discussion with either
Herr Karl EEERIllIDT or ilcrr GOERENS in which wo agreed to extr:
curselvos from this Auschwitz affair as soon as possible,
with the stipulation that the continuation of fuse production .
not j'oopar.disod thereby. I do not believe that
aotiial operations in Auschv/itz over materialized. If it is
hold up against mo that receipts arc in existence, according
to which the concentration camp-Auschwitz debited Krupp with
the employmo-nt of prisoners i|^ the concentration camp Auschwitz
X can only explain this ff^t assumption that, possibly.
In the preliminary work of the Krupp firm at Auschwitz, priso
ners of that concentration camp wore ompioyod.
i|c) ^Nothing is known to mo of prisoners of concentration camps
worked in any of' tho following Krupp plants in Bremen;
Xorddcutschc Huotto A.G.", "Deschimag", ^Weserflug G.n.b.H.'U
case, then I have not learned about it.
^specially in refercnco to the "Doschim-ag" and tho "We serflug
-•m.D.H, dependent on tho former, I would like to add that if
camp priaoncrrs had worked there, it still would
V whether or not this took place beforeor alter both- firms wore takon over by tho Krupp Konzom. .
wr.r.vr.^ romembor that concentration camp prisoners have
^ '"^Gstegiersdorf. As far as I remember, the question
Wuostcgiorsdcrf was discussed in tho
-^Vhethcr or not, howovor, on this occasion tho
5 ccncontratioh camp prisoners at this plant was
aiscussoa, I do not romombor»
nr»iarv^ I'omombof the omplbymont of concentration camplu a plant at Gtoisonhoim, In regard to Maohrisch-
romombor that the transfer, I boliovo, of
crank-^ahaft manufacturing plant in Bsscn and Hamburg to
, (pago 8 of original)
r^Tnr.4. bogUH In Vi/hothor or not tho5^ v,^+- S ^^^^J'^isch-^choonborg was over put into operation, I
Kwinn anymore. I also do not know anything of tho
camp prison ^^P^isch*^Schoonberg employing concentration
h -
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I also do not ?.mow anything about the oinplo '^-inont of con-
ccntration canp prisoners in the Krupp coal mines in Essen or
"the Ruhr disti'ict, for instance in Bochum. I
such plants, but have never seen concentrationCc.iip prisoners at vrork. Hence I regard it as highly improbable,
nat tne Krupp coal mines employed concentration camp prisoners>
reard to the onplo^anent of concentration canp prisoners;
^ plants in Hsson itself, I only loiow one thing that in 19l'.ij.
approx. 500 female concentration camp erisonors v;ere assigned tjc
account of it v;c -.vere very disagreeably affected
anr. made several attempts to get rid of then as seen as possible
learned of the intended allocation of these" female .
only^s.hortly before their arrival, that is at a moment
wnen tncir arrival could no longer bo prevented. Hothing is
male prisoners having been requested at that tinn
Tn" prisoners having been assigned to us instead,
r. particular, I do not "know anything about any possible negotiations in this natter by Herr LBHI'uU"F, with when I had almost
TT^ oentact. I admit that presumably Herr II-H'T onco told me that^err with a gentleman from Buchenwald.^
^•lO gist of t?eis conf:<rcncc, however, has not be cone Imown to
'^^ ^*-1 ? lenow an3'"thin.g about it and would even like to
other t?ian the above mentioned female concontratipn
camp prisoners were over used in Essen, On this connection I f
woulc like to add: On one Gccasion when I was present when
sitors inspected the armor construction worksh.op III (^7ork
ranzerbau III), I there saw v/orkers in a partitionod-off area
who, as I was told at the tine, v/cre convicts*(penitentiary prisoners). •
(page 9 of original)
given the foreroing points I-5 intorro'^'"ation bv
;f-i;^yian Koessler (Attorney, Trial Team HI) this 21st day
of June I9I17 at Huernbcrg.
huernoorg, 26 June 19^1-7 (sig'?eture)
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6,) I do not rcriO'^ibcr, if prisoners o."^ v;ar v/orc cinploycd in
Karkstaodt, v/hich indeed was an ar:".ir.:ncnt plant. It is true
that so-called Italian nilitary intcrnoos (Dadoalio-Italians)
have worhed in '.'b-rkstaodt, but''they probably wore rcyardod a.s a
special category of ';7orkcrs and not as prisoners of v;ar by
virtue of a rospoctivo official order, as far c,s I rci-iernbor.
It is ICiOv/n to r.ic, that these so-called Badoglio-Italians did
not come to G-er::iany voluntarily. I do not rcnenber the nuifoor
Italians used in L'arlistaedt and I also do not Imcw whether or
not they v/orc specifically listed in the periodic reports of
the Bcrtha-Vv'crk to the Krupp-Dircktoriun. The nurihcr of prison
of concentration canps use"d'n:ust have certainly boon spccifical
accounted for in those periodical reports^ Those periodical .
reports were addressed to no personally I presume though that,
they cane to the knowledge of all the other nonbers of the
Direktoriu",i also by way of circularisation.
It is known to no that a larao nunbcr of Czech civilian
workers were to be used i:i Iiarhstaedt. Vi/hethor or not this
plan vic.s carried out, is unkncvm to nc, I li?ecwisc seen to
rencnbcr that a ?aunbor cf so-callcd Eastern workers v;orc em
ployed in I>rkstaodt, They v/ere chiefly those Ukrainians, v;hc,
after the Gcrnan withdrawavl from the Ukraine, voluntarily
joined our employees, and workers employed there., and sometimes
took along their families. hJhether later or. earlier Hastcrn
y/orkcrs other tha.n the above mentioned aroup v.'-cre employed in
-as yell..! do not remember., "I dp not recall at
tine and in which concrete form the os€a.blish.r.icn€ of the
Huoni'toic.eon concentration camp took shape. I also lenow nothir
concerning if and at what time the apprcx. 1C05) Jews emplo^^od
l^y the SPU3R construction management v/oro turned into concontrr
ien ca.np prisoners and by reason thereof v/orc tra-^sfonrcd to f
Puenftoichen camp.
(page 11 of original)
At about the time when Kcrr GILbUI-.-UISTZR was appcintod special
agent (Komnissar) in Iharkstacdt, Ilcrr was apeointed
special dc^ty, so to speak, of the Krapp firi.^ in. Larks tax dt_
by derr 3AtU]R or with the lattcr's consent (V}. FOUDRUI.Oi
ha.s been in na.phstaxdt more than once and must have been ©.wrpQ
of the cr.iplom'ient cf concentration camp prisoners there,
ITicthcr Ecrr LCUS3R had any Imowlcdgo of the omplorment of
concentration came prisoners in the ^arksfaodt plant, I do not
Imov/. But he must with certainty have knov/n that during the
building sta.'^o of "arkstaodt the Jews repeatedly mentioned wore
onploycd. Cvrtainly JAITSSUI-T and iHll, least at a later date,
must have leanncd of the omplo^nnent of concentration camp
prisoners in hlarkstacdt.
7,) In reference to the question whether all foreign workersTr . . i- , . so-c<aj.lcd
to give the
•t a certain
time, which I de not recall anymore, an official order was
proclaimod accordi:
workers could bo
of this measure
ever, that it has boon applied in some for-, on the Erupp firm
and t--at therefore at least those V/ostern workers, who wore
affected by this compulsory prolongation of their work contract
no longer wore volunta.ry workers during the period of the .. i* •
- 6 -
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na to v/hlch the w ork contracts of tlio V/ostci'
extended "also against their ••••ill. The dotailr
arc unknown to vie. 1 take it for granted how-
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prolonged contract♦ Iloreovor, I would also lilco to state that
at that tine I v/as informed that at least a considerable number
of V/cstern workers, employed in Germany, were not voluntary
workers, in viev; of the manner in which they were made to conpl
with the work contract. It is Imown to no that particularly
certain Dutch "workers were forced to work under contract, I
have loarnod of this on the follov/ing occasion. One day, a
distant relative of mine visited me in Essen, whose name v^as
Voss van STEEM'.TYK, and v/ho at that tine was employed in Essen
not by Krupp, but by some other firm. Ho told me that by reasc
of-a decree proclaimed in Holland according to vdiich certain
Igwer age classes v/ero forced to v/erk for labor sorvico in Gorr.
-/hcther such in"vo?uniary^workcr^^^lDearing in mind the implement
ation of their service contract, v/ere used by the Ihcupp firm •;
or in any of the plaiits of the Krupp-Konzern, I do not know,
but assume it, . The home of the family of my distant relative
is, as far as I kno"w, in IToordwyk (north of the Hague),
8, ) As to the question whether the name ofLang_enb iol-
is kno^m to mo as the location of one of the plants of tho • '
Jirupp firm, I observe that as far as I am av/are, Langenbielau
^2? .'•^"'^Gstegiersdorf are localities within close range of eachother and that - in this region a group of relocated plants
existed, I do not remember any details. Neither de I knov/,
"whether concentration camp prisoners wore employed in one of
those plants,
9*) The question whether the Krupp firm in Bcrndorf(Austria) employed compulsory ""vvorkcrs, in particular con
centration camp prisoners, cannot be answered by me with yes
knowledge or memorvo The gentlemen who npst bo
competent to give information about this matter, were tho
managers of that plant, Dr, BAUR and GOLUEKEc I do net know
Ta-tcS-ttS gentlemen are at present . I assume that Hcrr •
T iioS informed regarding this q"Uostion,^ ma^ add in this respect that such questions arising m the
independent plants, to which Bcrndorf belonged, were indepcnde:
ly settled and not by Essen,
inni question whether i"b was known to me that tho1 nines of the Krupp firm employed compulsory v;orkors,
particularly concentration camp prisoners, I must repeat "that
nnwiS 2*^4 know anything about tho enploAanent of concentration
tho these mines. On the .other hand I know that
tho-f- employed about 50,^ foreign workers and
wn^ir^-y, 4/5 ''f those foreign workers were made up of EasternorKcrs. Herr Dr, Friodrich BEl'TII/iUS of Essen shfeuld be in a
P<^sition to give more detailed information.
11«) I only know of one single case of ill-treatment, or attempi
^ ^ -treatment, of a foreign worker, an Eastern worker to be
xac., that cam*^ to my personal knowledge or was discussed in
tho -n-jv, 1 4- ^ (page I5 of original)
of . in my absence. This nappcnod at tho beginninge period in which Eastern workers were assigned to us
or the first time. At that time a report of such an incident
- 7
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wag made to the Dircktorinn and tho Dircktoriun resolved to
publish general instructions, which characterised the iniquity01 such conduct towards foreign v/orkcrs and warned against a
such incidents« V/hothor this general docroo was
M nSn+-v;?Y» vS-f- a circular letter to all the plants or 'is S Sn Sv, S <^fficial form, I do not rcmoribcr. It is highlyPrpDable t^ whole.affair,occurred at a time when LQSSER
naii Dj-roktorium. If I an indided .that nunerc
of foreign vrorkors of all kinds occurred
-u p3-ants, I can only reply that it ha.s not becomeKnown to me and that I possibly have not boon informed of such
cases by the sub-crdinated gcntlr-meno I placed full confidence
in ail my colleagues that they, by their own initiative, v/ould
rrlvo to eradicate any possible intolerable conditions of
this kind,
12,) The facts that complaints were frequently made on account
focd for the foreign workers and that they
^ ^ also discussed among tho competent gentlemen of the Direk-
r•nr•hS^i^r^^^2 ^^J^QJ^hor^d by eig. I regard it as highly
' . . that at least a part of those complaints was ventilate
Pol when LOESSR still belonged to the Direktorium.
h-^r handed in to the Direktorium- in particul i
^ tho conditions
® two-fold orij7iri! Cn the one hand it wasutablo to the official regulations, which dotorminod the
other, it was attributable to
and tho t in tho procurement cf food, the prcoarat
cninh prepared meals, Tho Dirclctorium in
to ahniw' Z ''^ •Iwaj'-s takorn cr caused to have taken measures,
possiblo^ TV conditions as quickly and thcroughly as
not -iwnwr. i succocdod in most of the oases, indeed
rcno^toa-wr n f th&.t ccnplaints of that kind v/cro^tij lodged with the Direktorium, thereby causing action
to ho 4-.W1 (page 1I4. of original)
ot th^ ^3?opcatodly in the same manner• Upon presentation
slfrnod f letter, addressed to mo personally and
flnS ^nV - n? Dutch Krupp workers, employed at Essen - Borgoborb
•POJTfl-t-or,^?! 1942 (according to statement of the inter
rioS^^v leontical with Documont D-276), I would say that I
imMori\*n^ received such a letter and that I, at that time,
n •Ao•r^^^ passed it on to Hcrr IHN with the request to make
•p r to mo about the case and to provide relief,
question of housing tho foreign workers
d-pr-no??' -3-ificultics existed prior to beginning of the heavy
•ponon-h-^ "i't as Well as after; those difficulties were
^ Direktorium and wore known to mo
ornPo-pClr. ^ '^4-v time after the heavy air-raids is
tho fopt iv, this difficulty must be attributed to
nnt .14"^ -, oroction and construction of tho camps wasately possible, thereby making denan's on an intonsif.
b-v hnmha othcr Suitable accomcdation, not damaged
IQIiIi ^ -Ip . ^ particularly acute case (about in Spring
h-u- hioh the Km^pp firm cndoavcrGd to remedy this conditi
nurih^r» pf ^^om tho authorities tho moving of a cbnsidorablo
fill hpponc workers• This attempt, however, was unsuccoss-as I learned at tho time, transport through tho
8 -
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neighboring -A-Gau '/ostfalon-Suod-A- could not bo carried out. The tb-
acting Gauleiter of Esson, SCHLESSiAlW by namo^ should bo in a
position to corroborate statonionts. In roforonco to the poric
before the heavy air-raids on Essen, the inadequate housing of
^'oroign workers (crowding of the canps) partly existing alroa
at that tine, could bo traced to the fact that the barracks or
other canps wore not finished at the time tho^^ should have been
completed as per contract. Indeed it is true that the assignment
of foreign workers T«:a-s-made subject to the general condition
that the planta declared thci:isclves- to be in a position to acco-
nodate thorn properly.
I X (page 15 of original)14*In reference to a special interrogation, 1 would add: 1 do
not remember an^^thing as regards v/hether Herr L0E3ER, at any time,
raised obj'ections to the alleged b '^- intended emplo;^T.ient of an
alleged nenbor of foreign v;orkcrs not in accord with existing
housing facilities and it is incorrect that this was one of the
reasons for his resignation.
I have mde the fore-going points 6-li| at my interrogation by
I'lr, Maximilian KCESSIER, (Attornc^^, Trial Team 111, on 26 .Juno I9I1'
at Nnernbe Vfy,
Nuernberg, 28 June 19^7 (signature)
1 have carefully- read each of the llj. pages of thvs affidavit,
have^made the necessary corrections in my own handv/riting and
initialed thcr.i, and hereby declai'c under oath that 1 have told
the whole truth in this affidavit to the best of my knowledge and
belief,
(signature cf deponent)
v/crn to and signed before me this 3^d day of lul^'' 19^1-7 Nuernbc.
by Alfriod Krupp von Bohlon, at present at Nuernberg, known to mo
(name and address of dopenont)to be the person making the above affidavit.
(signed) Maximilian Koesslor
U,So Civilian D-2595^5
(AGO number)
Office of Chief of Counsel for War
Crimes U.S. V/ar Dcpt, .
CERTIFICATE CP TEA .•^•STATION
I? Go Goodman, hereby certify that 1 am thoroughly conversant
With the English and Gorman languages and that the above is a
true and correct translation cf"'tho Document No, NIK- 11 23I,
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END
Go GOOD?AN
AGO # 3h7Q9
i. V/'
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OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUITSEL FOB 21Jl CHIIaii.S
.FFID/^VIT
I, Ewald Lrcscrj a-ddrosss Fra.rLlcciastT. 379>
Esscn-BrcdcnGy, hrnrrar^r Stadtrat rf Essen, at
present tcmprra.rily residing in NuernEcrg, after
having "been tdd that I am liahlo to be punished
for giving false testimony and that false tGstinon3j,*
consists not only in incorrect statements but alsc
in stotoments loft intontionolly incomplete
hereby reply to questions put to no by Mr. Maxi
milian Koesslcr, Attorney Trial Team III, and
declare under oath, voluntarily o.nd v:ithcut duress
the follo\^=ino/s
i»_''^^^"tj.on:__Tlie intv^rrogotor, referring to the
record of an interrogation of Max Ihn
on 1 October 1945? I>-274, stated
that this interrogatory, c-ontoined a
passr'go acoording to which the Krupp
firm had already asked for a number
of COnccntration camp prisoners
(1100-1500) on 22 beptenber 1942,
and he asked me whether I remembered
this ^nd what I know about it, espc-
cf-^lly whether I remenbcrod that the
matter came up for discussion in the
Yorstand, and if so, whc was present
at this meeting of the Yorstand,
or whether I, officially or inofficirlly,
received direct infcrmaticn myself
or whether I ho^.rd about the matter from
others at the time or know o.brut it novj;
Haplyg I know nothing about this entire
natter and an hearing about it
for the first tine today. That
is most probably duo to the fact
th-at arcund the tine in question
(Soptonber 1942) I had already
received a. directive from Hcrr
- 1 -
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CONTINUED
(pp.gc 1 rf rriginr,!, cont'd)
Custov Krupp Yon Brhlcn und Halbaoh
according to v;hich I v;p.s to direct
my entire attention to "balanco-
shoct matters» I-Icrr Custav ICrupp
gave ne this directive in the
crurse of a crnfidential conver
sation •bctv.'ecn just the tv^o rf us.
I cannot rcnenher cxa.'^-tly when
this crnvorsatihn took place, nor
can I even say appiT:^:iniP.taly v:hcn.
However, I assume that it must have
heon in Sopteribcr 1942 hecauso I can
rencnher that this rmversation
with Kcrr Gusta.v Srupp took place
around the tine when I had to go
on an offinia.l trip and that must
ha.ve hocn in August or Hcptcmbor.
I na,y add that before this conver—
s.ation took place I ha,d had another
convcrsation with Herr Gustav Krupp,
also of a confidential nature, and
at which no third person was present.
I remember more clearly when this
conversation took place. It was
shortly before the Aufsichtsrat
meeting during which the Balance Sheet
as per 1 October 1941 was passed.
Therefore this conversation took
pla-CQ around the 1 of April 1942,
that is shortly before or shortly
after the 1 April 1942. Daring this
earlier conversation Horr Gustav
Krupp told nc not to oocupy myself
with any other matters except those
in connection v:ith my own sphere ^of
activity, and this sphere of activity
did not include m-attors pertaining
to the employment of workers.
- 2 -
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CGNTIiTUi^D
(p'?igo 2 rf rriginal)
Hcrr Gustr^v Krupp in "tolling no this vvp.s
thinlcing rf ny ropontc-d r-.ttonpts to
intcrvoK-o in tho dacisirns ornoorning
the onplrjrncnt rf frrcign T^rrkors (including
prisrnars rf vcar) at Erupp's. Ec trld no
frrnalljT- that those -;;orc natters which
did nrt ornccrn no, I nust sa.y tr
this, hrliovor, that net rnly "bofrrc this
ornTZorsatirn rn rr ?,hrut tho 1 ipril 1942,
"but alsr afterwr.rds, tha/t is, until 1
April 1943 when I retired frrn tho Krupp
firn, I rftcn had disagrooncnts with
gcntlcnon ef Erupp, especially with
Erich Mueller, hut a.lsr with Gustav Krupp
and Alfried Krupp and Grerons and prssihly
alsr with Xhn ahrut the frllrwii^
qucstirns in crnnoctirn with which Er,
Bousch was rf ny rpinirn.
At tha.t tine there wa.s a, plan tr use
a large nuiahor rf frrcign vrrkors rf all
srrts, including prisrners rf war, at
Krupp's in Ssson, A nunhcr rf ahrut 50 000
tr 80 000 was intended, "/hercas this idea
was crnsidered fcasihlo hy tho gcntlcnon
with whrn I disagreed asnentirned ahrvo, I
v\as decidedly rpprsed tc this plan,
printing rut that tho practical difficultl;
such as accrnnrdatirn, (building rf suit-
^.hle barracks) and feeding cruld nrt he
rvcrcrno.
Gustav Krupp and the rthor gontlcncn,
with whrse rpinirns I differed, trrk the
stand that Berlin ha.d rrdorcd an arnanont
prrductirn which necessitated tho onplry—
nont rf surh nunhors rf v.rrkcrs.
This clash rf rpinirns was rno rf the
na,in rcasrns frr ny leaving the E;rupp firn.
3 -
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CONTIMJSD
(pago 2 rf rriginal, '^•rjat'd)
intcrrrgatrr refers te the ninutes
rf a nccting rf the Boir.at rf the Kogirnal
Grrup Jlrrth-Fost rf 19 Nrvcnbcr 1941
(NI-1156) vHiioh states thatj in additirn
tr other gcntlenon frrn Krnppy Ihn, Lroser,
Lwrviski, vvcrc present at this uecting^
that (pages 23-25) Dr. Lrobcek nado a report
on the utilization of prisoners of war|
that it vjp.s "brought up at this nccting
that Gocring Vvantcd to replaeo 100 000
Frcnoh prisoners of p'o-r a.iroady "being used
in -industry V;ith Russian prisoners of viax
to "bo utilized for vva.r production pur-
' poses; tha.t there Vvvos discussion at this
nccting of the fact that Russia had
not participated in the Geneva, agreonent
of 27 Jiily 1929, and that therefore there
existed no obligation to nourish Russian
prisoners of v:ar, in quantity and in
quality, lilcc other prisoners of \v
that Russio^n prisoners Vvcre only to
about 50 5^ of the mGa,t and fat
of other prisoners of v.-ar; ' ' "
that> ha\je-v'cr.7 thr chairnaii v^os -qf-vt^c
opinion
(page 3 af original)
ir, so
receive
rations
in vicv; of the anount of a'ork denanded
an attenpt should bo node to get higher
food rstiohc for the Russians; that at
this necting there v;as discussion of
the Suprono Connand of the IVehrnacht
easening up a deoroo of Ih October 1941
on the utilization of xDrisoncrs of war,
and I ',M3 asked whether I took part in
this necting and vvhethor I ronenbor, what
Vvo.s said, especially the afore-ncntioncd
points, and whother I rbtvaincd or have
anyrknoTvlcdgo either through^wn obser
vation or fern hearsay, officially or
unofficially, of the fact that Russian
- 4 -
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(page 3 cf rrigina.l, crnt'd)
prismors of \-var whilo hoing cnplryocl "by Erupp
rooGivod loss frrd tr cat than GcrnrJi vjrrkors rr
even rthor iDrisrnors v:hr wrrkcd at Ei^'upp' s.
I dr not rancnbcr v:hcthcr I trrk part in
this necting, nrr oan I rcnonbcr the
nccting itself and v.-hat was • discnsscd in
it. Bat it is prssiblc that sunh a nooting
in whi'^h I participated did take place,
I believe I oan rcneabor^ thr-agh, that
the official frrd rations of the Russian
workers (civilians or prisoners of war)
who were cnployod by industry (by the Erupp
firn or other firns) were considerably
lower tha,n those not only of Gornan workers,
but also of other foreign workers.
Concerning the region of Esson I
have this to addi
The BSlL'i.P in Essen tork the stand tha,t
the foreign workers, espocir.lly the Russians,
were to receive less to eat. The
industrial enterprises, however, and espe
cially Erupp, wore opposed to this and of
their own r.coord they voluntarily supplo-
nicntdd the abovo-ncntioned official food
rations. Besides,' as far as I rencobcr, the
cfficial food rations fcr the Russians
were, at a certain date, raised, nost
probably upon the instigation of ^auckol.
But I don't rcncnbor how nuch the rations
were ra,iscd cand whether they wcro then
the sane as those of other workers.
Even though I ha.d officially ncthing ^
ncrc tc dr with these questions I personally
saw Sauckol two tines, in Berlin in Autunn
1942 and winter 194-2/45 about raising the
food rations for the Russian workers, and
at the sane tine I nadc representations
regarding other difficulties in connection
with foreign workers,
- 5 -
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(page 4 original)
During the first rnc rf these tv;r noetings I
nado a serious statcnent with a-hout the following
wording:
"You nust bo careful tha.t history sono day does
not consider you a slave dealer."
Tt'horeuprn Sauckel replieds
"That is not ny intention but I nust procure
the workers ;that is ny task."
During the second oonferenccy which took
place several weeks before the official recognition
of ny retirClient fron Kruppc I told Sauckol that
I still had the sane nisgivings as-before and I
handed hin an invitatirn to visit ICrupp's.
Sauckel then cane, I believe it wa,s in March
1943, to Essen.
Lt the close of his shortviEit to Essen at that
tine a conference tork place between hin and a
nunbor of people at Krupp*s who held authority in
questions concerning Vvorkers.
I prosunc that a.t least the following persons
tork part in this conversations G-oorcns, TLlfried
ICrupp, I (loGScr), Erich Muellcrj Houdronont,
Ihn, Dr. Bcuschy von Buelowj and also the head of
the technical construction dcpa.rtnont whoso nano I
have forgotten, I don't believe tha.t Lohnann wins
present, possibly lansson participated tor.
In. this nccting the different officials tried
to show that the ICrupi^ firn had done everything
possibDo to nakc its requests for workers and to
providG board and lodging for then in grrd_tine.
The di:fficulties caused by the air-raids wore also
stressed in this nceting,
Yiftor hearing these reports Sa.uckol had to
admit that Krupp could not bo blamed for anything.
x 6 -
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(page ^ c± rriginal, '^•rrlt^d)
I shruld like tr add tr vvhat I said bofrrc
abrut Russian prisoners rf \^ar and oivilian
workers that these workers were, as far as
board and lodging was crnocrnod, under the Stalag,
and that the Erupp firn only had sonething to do
with this if it roocivod a special directive fron
the Stalag>
•'Jf
TMiv^SIATIOlT OF DOOTjmSITT Np.UIK-8283
CGNTIITUjiD
x'i'
(page 5 of original) •/ ,
•. v':'V|
'' •*' 'ft5 o__Que_stinn;_E9garding the represejatation that the /
same minutes of the assembly of the
Beirat of the lTorth-7est regional
group (19 iToyember 1941? NI-1156) also
(p. 45-46) contain a report by Herr
Eeckmann, relative to the construction
of B-huts (brothel huts) for foreign
\vorkerSj and that according to this
report the Euhr mining industry is ,
prepared to support the financing of
this project by a loanj and regarding
the question as to v.'hother and what I
knew of this projoctj officially
or unofficially5 through .my own obser
vation or from hoar-sa.ys
I remember nothing regarding
these things.
4•_Qucstj.oht_Hegarding the question as to whether the
foreign workers cm;-"loyod with the Zrupp
firm were voluntary or "'involuntary
workers? and what was known to me con
cerning this matter? officially or
unofficially, through my ovwn observation
or from hear-s^y, I ^-^a-n say thiss
4 ._Keply_
As regards the "/estorn workers,
especially the French, I always
thought they wore voluntary workers.
I still thlnlc that my opinion of
that time was correct. As for the
Soviet workers (Russian civilian
workers), it was my opinion from
the outset that at least a large
part of them wore not voluntary
personnel. I came to this conclusion
particularly from the manner in
which these people arrived (under
guard) and from the fact that thoy
constantly romaiiied under guard.
I commented on this situation in
both my abovo-montionGd conversa
tions with Sauckel, who stated in
reply that officially he had to
assume the view tho.t voliintary per
sonnel were concernod,
« 8 -
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(pagG 5 of original, oont^d)
As I SCO it, othor authoritative
persons from Krupp must also have
soon oioarly that at Ipast a large
part of these Bnssian oiviliam workers
wore 'i^avoluntary. j)orsonnol. By those
o-chcr authoritative persons I mean
thosG whose full-time job was
nonnernod with labor allocation..
Mrroovor, I had arguments about these
questions with Oustav ICrupp, Alfried
lirupp, and Goerens.
My view was that the use of such
involuntary personnel was incompatible
with the reputation of the Efupp firm.
The othor gentlemen montioned took the
• contrary view that during the war
Erupp must conform to the orders
now that they were on hand.
(page 6 of original)
This point was also brought up in
- the first of those discu-ssions .between
Gustav Krupp and myself, which dis
cussions finally led to my leaving
the firm. Gustav Krupp said to iae
amongst othor things ''If you do not
/ want to conform t^^ this situation,
then wo must port,''
^.^..ue^tjions^BGgarding the :rGproscntatipn that the .
ICiupp firm used K2-prison labor^in
several of its plants, ospccially^he
Bertha 7orke, in a'plant in Auschwitz,
in a rolor'ated plant in wuostogiors-
dorf, in the Bremon ITorddoutsohon-Huette(Horth-Gorman Poundry), and the Weser-
Piugzeug G.m.b.H, and that it was
intended to relocate a plant to Moravian-
Schoenbcrg and there to use KZ-prisoners
from Auschwitz, and regarding the
question as to whether and what was known
to me about all these matters, officially
or unoffio.ially, through my own obser
vations or from hear-say?
O i— 9
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(iDagc 6 rx original, con'b^d)
5v_-^aPlyi
I knov; nothing ahout these mattcrsi
I heard lOf thorn for the first^timo
during my interrogation here in
Nuex'nborg.
additional question as to
v;hethcr I v.'as not espeoially familiar(perhaps frrxn hoar-saqO v.'ith the fact
that the Krupp firm, in the years ir44-45
used appro::iiaatoly 520 female KZ-prisoners
(Hungarian Je\v03ses) in Fssons
6 -_Hc;p].y^£
I do not knovv anything shout that
cither. In this regard too,, I am nov'?
hearj.ng things for the first time
during this interrogation in Huern-
herga
7-_Qucst ions_Hogci,rding the reprcscnta.tion that
calledthe ICrupp firm steel rods ,
wore distributed to the members of
Works Security Police V:;ho \7ere charged
Vith guarding the Eastern v.'orkcrs, or
other guard teams set up by the Krupp firm,
and regarding the question as to ^-yhethcr
and what vjas known to mo about this matter,
officially or unofficir.lly, through my
own observation or from hcar-sa.ys
7 »_i^£ply.L
in
"Staohe"
the
to
I do not recall over having hoard
of the distribution of such "rods".
However, I do recall having heard from
my wife,after my leaving the Erupp
firm,"that beatings wore boxng
administered at Krupx:)'-, and those
by a master craftsman vjhose name
she did not know. I suppose she
learned of this in the course of
conversation viith someone. Her remark
was as general as I have ropoatod
it cabovo.M do not remember any
particular rofcronee to foreign workers.
My v.'ifo's 'name and address arcs
- 10 -
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(page 7 of original)'
Ilac Looser, SGscn-Brodeney^ Fran£on—
strassc 379»
A't i:>rosGnt my v;ifo is \vith me xn
NuornTDorg ^
Q33-G^t^ens__To the rcprcsofitation that according to
' a. cirpula,r sent out "by the cast-stcel
factory signed "by Ihn (!^X-2905), in accor
dance vvith a docree of the Plenipotentiary
Grcncrol for lobor alloca-tion office,
vvorliors I'lighx be detained after the oxpi-
ro-tion of the contro.ctual period and
that the circular specifically omphasizGd
that not on'iy such a'orkers should be
cojnsidercd vhio could bo retained for
further rork oven though the period of
their contracts had ccrpircd (Dutch, French,
ctc.)j but also those ^vorkors who would
othorwisv'j bo frc-c after the expiration
of their contracts (Dulgarians, Danes,
Italians, Croats, ihimanians, Slovaks,
Spaniards, and Hungarians)g and to the
r'cprescntation that consequently the
Dutch and French did not appear to have
boon wholly voluntixry personnel citherj
and regarding the quoetion as to v^hat _in
thxs connection is known ro mo, officisilly
or unofficially, through my own obser
vation or from hoar-says
8 e ply_L
I do not recall anything about it.
9* Questions Hogardxng the question whether I was
- familiar with the fact that the Krupp
firm endeavored to obtain foreign workers,
that the firm had any recruiting stations
outside the country for this_parposo or
participo,tod in such rccruixxngs
I only recall this small bit of
informations
Since in the course of negotiations
in Berlin between Frxch Mueller
and the Spoor Ministry (Sauor),
the krupp firm had taken upon xtsoli,
the rcsiponsibility of raising the
" II ^
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CONTimJFD
(pr.gc 7 of original, oont'd)
produo-tion^ output, and sinr^c for the
sol-ation rf this problem thQrc ^A'cro
not sufficient Gcrmo-n v;orkcrs avail-
o,blc, Frioh Mueller urged that, if
there Vv'orc no G-ormah r,rrkers avail
able, a corresponding number of foreign
vvorkors should he assigned, I vagitcly
remember that the Erupp firm in some
form or other did participate in a
recruiting action in France for the
purpose rf obtaining foreign workers,.
fho above depositions (1-9,.'I have made In j.ntcrro-
gation which took .piece on 23 and 24 April 1947 •
(sign-o/buro) S, Looser.
(page a f f original) ' ..f<
K, '..TJ]
I have c-argfully read through the seven pa.gcs " ; .
of this affidavit and signed them mj'-solf, have '
m'".do the necessary corrections in my own hand •' '
and initio,llod them, and herewith state under
oath that I have declared the whole tru.th in
this st-atomont to the best of my Jinowlcdgc and
belief.
(signature) E, Loescr
(signature of deponent)
Sworn to a,nd signed before me this 28th day
of April 1947 ^
at Nuernberg by Fwald Looser, Esson-Bredoncy,
(name o,nd address of deponent)
Frankenstr, 379, known to me to bo the person
making the above affidavit.
(signrturo) Ma,ximilian Koessler
Maximilian ICocsslcr
UoS,Civilian I) 259503
(AGO mimbor)
Office of Chief of Gcunsol
for War Crimes
U.S, War Lepartmont
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TRAilSIiATION OF jDOOTiEHT Nr .NIK-828'3
COiTTIMJED
CF2'FTFICATF CF KiANSMi'ICN
OF .a)C"QI3Fl' Hp JTIIC-828^>
29 Scirtombor 1947
I, ICp.-fJhlaon B_RAJ\.5LFYy Np , 20095, hCTObj '^ certify
that 1 p.ifl i'hprp'ogh.ly cpuvcrsp-nt v.'ith tho Bnglish
and Ocrman languages and that tho cbrvc is a true
.and crrreot translatioji rf tic Dpoumcnt Hp .NIK—
8283 ♦
Hat hi 0 c n BRAIIeF:!' ^
Hp, 20096,
(FHU)
.Lt5
Ta&I'SLATIOl^ 03^ DCCtaiS^^ 1:TIE-11242
OEEIGB CP.CMII^? 0? CQTTJSSL ?0P. "'AH CP.TIE^S
Svrorn Affidavit
I, Heinrich LUH-AFl", having "been cautioned that I am liable to punisbmer
If I make a fa.lse affidavit, herevrith state the follotdng under path, volt.i: •
tarilv and ^•rit':out anTr duress:
I recollect that I referred to various embafraSSing situa-tions in dis
cussions I'ith ""'ice-President h'AEHSUHG- of the District labor Office in Cologne"
vhich •'•'ere observed in connection vrith the assignment of civilian •'•jorkers fi-'.'
the 3astern territories. There were concerned for instance bad clothing, li&r
ited leave, promises on hiring, v/hich t-'ere, according to workers* stctements,
not keut.
.'""ese "problems have also been discussed vrith Eerrn IHF, vrho sooke on the
he "Small Social Committee" (Zleiner Sb.zial-Aus-sub.ject rt the -meetings of t
schuss) of the Porthwest G-rouT>.
I have carefully read through this affidavit consisting of one page,
have made the necessaiy corrections in m-"- g^ti handv/riting and initialed then,
and I hereVr declare under oath that I have told the nure truth in t''is af
fidavit to t/.e best of my Iniovrledge and belief.
(signature) I_.
(signature of deponent)
Sv'orn to and signed before me this 11 day of Jul:'" 1947 at I'uernberg by
.-.einrich nresent at Puernberg, knovm to me to be the person mak
ing the above affidavit.
(signature) Hanfred A. ISS33IIA^"^
IT. S. Civilian
AG-O-Pumber 446810 -
Office of Chief of Counsel for
Par Crimes
U S. •'''"ar De-partment
CSPTIPICATB OP THAj'SLATIOP
I, G. GOOD;IA!~, AGO~'jj' 34739, hereby certify that I am thoroughl" conver-s-
ant vdth the Pnglish and German languages and that the above is a true and
correct translation of the Document Fo. PI2-11242.
17 December 1947
! -j .
(signature) G. GOODIIAP
AGO-v 34739
3nd
OV DOCUISl^ rtz-10549
OI^ld'0 0 ^"£31' CJ CCU:"fS^L "'G^
*^A?-
l^crnAffide.vit
-, 4." . A ^ Fuernberg, having been duly vrarned that I sjnliable to punishment if i make a false statement declare herebv the :'"ollo-'j-
ing under oath, Voluntarily and without coercion:
Then I took up tn""" position in Sssen as a member of the Vorstand, on
1 April l94o, the "Dezernat (section)vras assigned to my field of act
ivities. iTne assignment was made, because the Dezernat-IHIT administered largr
parts of tne property of the plant in which the works personnel had an inter
est, such as. the house and land property in 3ssen, the communal stores, hos--
pitals and recreation homes, a large farm, etc.,
.C-ile I v/as concerned with the admin istration of f'-is section, :Lerr Ir-.r
\.'as engaged in v/orkers affairs together vrith the i-orks manager,Prof. G-CI1?J1;"S,
until 1S44, or v/ith the chief of technical nroduction, Prof. hOUI3?ll-CfT, who,
since 1944, wss also vjorks manager. After Ihn wes annointed denuty member
of t*'e "Yorstand" by the Aufsichtsrat as from 1 Auril 1943, he became the
independent head of the section, namely of Personnel and Administration. The
deputv ••ie"'bers of Vorstand as well as the members of Yorstand of the legally
and separately constituted subsidiary conroanies were the independent iianagers
of their sections.
On the ouestion of foreign vrcrkers and urisoners of war it ma""" be said
that .err Ihn was the highest authority idthin the Gussstahlfabrik for the
allocation, victualling and lodging of these workers. Por instance, circul
ars relative to the treatment of foreign ^-'orkers ^'ere issued directP' by
Herrn Ihn entirely on his ovrn and above his signature only.
(page 2 of original)
This a.pulies to German as well as tc foreign \-'orkers.
I have carefifLly read the 2 pages of this affidavit, have made the ne-
cessaiy corrections in my ov;n handv^riting, and initialed the latter, and
I hereby declare under oath that I have told the absolute truth to the best
of m" Imowledge. and belief.
(signat-iire) Pr. Priedrich JX7SS2'~
(signature of denonent)
Sworn to end signed before me this 30 day of June 1947 at Tuernberg b7'"
Priedrich JAI-'^ SSPP, known to me to be the person making the above affidavit
(signature) Manfred A. ISSP- iLA"^
U.S. Civilian.AGO--:"' 4':^-5610
Office of Chief of Counsel for
b^ar Crimes
U. S. '^ar Department
CP5TIPICAT3 OP TRA'^SLATIOIT
I, C-. GOODhA!"'', AGO-— 3^739, hereby/' certify that I am thoroughly convers
ant \dth. the Bnglish and German languages and that the above is a true end
correct translation of the Document Po, PIIC-10349.
(signature) G. GOODIX''
17 December 1947 AGO-'.!'' 34739
IjJnd
...... ^ iiiii'r'MMIiij ii"'i ^
07 DOCUinr-? :'IS-10343
ozFicg. c?...o~laj ct .cotJi^sra, ?o?. ^-.v.:-
te". .&5?lI)ATIT
I, 7aans I7UPEE, ITueriiberg, having been warned that I render myself lirbxv
to p-unish-nent if I make a false statement, herevdth declare the follo^'v..-
oe.th, voluntarily and without any duress:
l) !>'• suhere of influence at the firm of KHUP? v;as limited to llcsen.
T^ormall-"- I had nothing to do with the Krupp camps outside Ulssen. Therefore
nothinti is hrown to me of the eventual employment of concentration cr:.v~ in:' "
in plants outside Essen, vrith the exception of llarkstaedt, v;hich has especial
l-"- to be mentioned. As regards ilarkstaedt I can onl*"* give the follo\-ing in--
formation;
Comulaints had reached us in Essen that the food in the free crrnps ;':a
Harkstaedt was not satisfying. In connection v.'itb these complaints .-err
sent me to llaTksta.edt in order to investigate the food situation and to raako
a report to him on it. This visit took place during the summer of 1944,and
X cannot now remember the exact date. Although this mission of mine its not
concerned with the concentration camp in Harkstaedt, in passing by, I sa\' a
concentr.'^tion c<?mp there on the occasion of my mentioned visit, and at that
time I also sav; v/hat. I thought were female Jev.'ish concentrFtion camp inmates
(dressed accordingly) at their work. As much as I can reneraber, it vf?s tie
first tine that I sav; concentratirn camp inmates at i/ork in a Krupp plant,
and it is highly possible that I mentioned it to Kerr Ihn upon my return to
Essen.
(page 2 of original)
On the occasion cf my visit tc the free camps in ilarkstaedt, I met
great numbers of foreign v;orkers there, v/hose organisation according to nat
ionality I cannot remember ai^r nore, apart from the fact that certainly a
considerable number of Czechs vrerc among them. That Czecb •'•'orkers '-'ere en-
ploTsd in i.arkstaedt was knovm to me. because a greet niimber of Czechs v.'ere
trained for work in Essen to bo cmulo-'ed afterv/ards in ..arkstaedt.
2) ''ith tie approximately 500 female concentration camp inmates (''un-
garian Jei^esses) who vrere em^oloyed in Essen, I had to deal officially only
in so f ar as the Chief Camp Management was responsible for their shelter
end feeding. I have already given the details pertaining to this matter in
•tier records of interrogations. Specifically interrogated regarding; this
matter, I am adding that I had to d eal vdth this matter first of all ^'ith
.-err IVl* and also v/ith Herr von BUELOV. The latter as Clief Security Com
missioner of Krupp in Essen had a certain contact with the matter in rucst-
ion. I want to specify my above remark regarding my responsibility for the
feeding in that the food rations vrere prescribed by Euchen vrald, as I lave
already explained in other records of interrogations.
S) I give the follov/ing information regarding the cuestion, as to ndiat
I can recall concerning the punitive camp Eechenschule:
T.ie G-estapo in EsSen with respect to the ovcrcrov/ding
(page 3 of original)
of a punitive camp of the community of Essen had alleged difficulties re
garding further reception of prisoners. They requested the Krupp firm -
at a date w.'-.icb I cannot remenber any more (perhaps at the end of 1945 or
In the beginning of 1944) - to establish another punitive camp which sh.ouid
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(page 3 of original cont'd!
"be managed "by the I'rupp firm itself, although the placing of foreign t-'orhers-
in this camp and their sunervision Iiad to he under the authority of the G-e-
stapo. The negotiations Tjertaining to this natter vrere conducted het^^een
the (lostppo and herr von Buelovr. In the beginning the firm opposed t>7. • /
quest; ho\'Gver the final result was the establishment of the punitive • • - •
Dechenschule. I myself -oaJticipated in one of the negotiations with - d:,
stapo which -receded the establishment of the cemp, in which it wrs pr'^nos.j'^
by ICrupT) that this -ounitive camp should be sur^ervised by the Chief Cem-j ha -
nagement. hut in fact, ovdng to a request by the Gestepo, not X, as the
C^'ief Cemp hanagement, but the 2rupp Vferkschutz v;as entrusted with the su-:)Cr-
vision of the c-rmp Dechenschule. I myself had only to provide the shelter
and feeding in ti'^is camp. As already mentioned, the *"'erkschuts itself '«^ss
commissioned with the supervision, which vras carried out throu^.h T'err hesscj .
herr rasscl ''•'iniself also lived in the punitive cemp Dechenschule. ^'assel ""ao
a subordinpte of herr '•riLSHAUS. The latter vras subordinated to Ecrr von Buclo^
According to my knowledge the G-estapo sent to the punitive c?mp Dechen
schule Eastern workers as well as certain other foreigners, especially Belgipi.
The Belgians had nothing to do vrith the Srupp firm until then.
In tliis discussion vrith the Gestapo, in which I participated,
(page 4 of original)
it vr?s pointed out that the inmates of the punitive camp Dechonschulc, which wr
to be esta.blishod, should work for the Zrupp firm. At that time, indeed, it \'at
still not mentioned that other than foreign vrorkors, omplo:""ed in Essen, wou3.d
be taken to the punitive camp Dechenschule. I do not know, whether inmates
of the punitive camp Dechenschule really v/orked for Srupp.
hHrien I spoke of it previously that the ''orkschutz (herr hassol) was com
missioned vrith .the supervision of the punitive camp Dechenschule, I meant by tl
expression '^supervision" (Bctrcuung) not the power to give prison sentences to
camp inmates. This authority v/as reserved for the Gestapo.
I ha.vc carefully read each of the four pages of this svrorn affidavit,
have made the necessary corrections in i?y own handwriting end initialed them,
and hercvfith declare under oath that I have told the pure truth in this affid'~v
to the best of my Imowledgc and belief.
(signature) ^ans KUPKE
(name of deponent)
Sworn t'o and signed before me this 7th day of July 1947 at '-'uornbcrg b"- Eans
ifOPKE, at present at "'ucrnlcrg, knovm to me to be the person malting the above
affidavit.
(signature) Maximilian ICCESoISH
tj. S. Civilian
AGO—y 359503
Office of Chief of Counsel for Tfar Crimes
U. S. 'Tar Department
GSBTIPIOATE OP TBA'SLATIO"
I, G. C-OOD'-IAI"^, AGO-# 34739, hereby certify that I am thoro\:ighly convers
ant with the Enrllsh and German languages and that the above is a true and
correct trrnslation of the Document To, PIK-10343.
17 Dec 1947 (signature) G. GOOD'AI;'
AC-0-# 34739
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I nnke tho following statomont today voluntarily and without
any duress v/hatsoever !
In 1905 I enrolled in the arn^ anci served until the end of
January 1920; As early asl9l9 I was assigned to the police v/here
I was active in various spheres of acl^iinistraxionI coramencod
ray activity, which included the supply of portable fire arms, in
Hanover at tho end of 1919. From there I was traiisferrcd to Hallo in ?
whore I stayed fot about 2 years being in charge of tho supervision
of equipment and tho racniagcraent of the intelligence department
at tho local police staff. (Telephone, anu the like) Then I
v/as active as lot.der of a police unit (Hvuidertschaftsfuohrer) in
Halborstadt. Apart from these duties, I assisted tho local police.
About d months later I v/as sent to Suhl-Thuringia where I was
deputy for the corajnan-'or of the section and referent f..r outside
duties. In 1925 I was teraporarily transferred to tho polico school at
Sonsburg-East Prussia. Since this happened durin^, the period
when tho occupying forces wore v/ithdrawn, I was sent to Muohlchein
and put in ctii.rge of tho training of ^lii'/poi^fce forces at that tii;ie.
In spring 1926 I attnnclod the pjlico school for physical training in
P'?tB6\aH-(crossed out) SpandauJ later on I wont to one nf the Berlin
subiorbs for further training. There I spent 6 years, performing
the duties of a police major and inspector for tho vtfhole district.
From Berlin I was transferred to Burg (Liagdcburg) where I held
the position of a deputy director of the polico school until 1
April 1954. At this point I v/ithdrev; from the polico service
and lived in retirement. In 1935 I docide^-to rosonrol in tho
T'Jb'arraaclit Ji-nd v/as subsequently ro-oi.iployeu asy/oXficer in tho Arroy
Orcbiafi£S^S5*tillory Branch at Berlin uiitil spring 1938.
In august 1938 I entered tho services of the Arupp coiqiany
as section chief for the supervision of foreign business trans
actions (Balkans Department). It was my task to accoiq^any roproscntAt;
and to cxple.in pp<^OBdures in the plant to them. I performed this
duty until, in 1839, I was entrusted -v/ith t]ie comiiand of tho
artillery range at Essen. In January 1943, despite opp'-sitinn
by tho •'.'.'orks Police ("^iorkschutz) and the housing :.drainistration,
I took over the managejuent of oomnunity cumps, since no other
suitable person for this position could be found, when I t)ok
over, the cairns v/ore a '.ministratcd in the fv^llewinj^ r.Tanncr:
I v/as in charge of the genoral supervision of foroigiKn-s
™ and Ijir. was appointed as my suporior. The borks Police (Tienzschuti
^crossed t-jok care of the Eastern vjorkers under the leadership of b'j". blLfZ*
out) WilESR. His deputy v;as iir'. HiiSSEL. _ •
The i/estoru workers 7;erc oared for by the housing a:lniulstratio]
under the loaders, .ip of lylr. UUFF.EU, at present residing in Essen.
Except for the provision of food and housing,v/hich Krupp had taken
over, the prisoners •.)!' war were plaou.i midor the jurisdiction of
the •'./ohrnacht,
Tho labor allocation was the responsiLile agency for the supply
<3f prisoner of v;ar labor under tho rinnz-gonient of Dr. LEHi/AN
(deputy Ifr, IliW), who personally dealt with these affairs.. Mr.
EICKMEIFii, whiee address I do not lonov;, v/as primrily concerned with
tho supply of Russian and French prisoners of war. I, iiyself, never
took part in any dealings concerning the ca/np which would not
have boen quite fair.
blion taking over, I complctoly reorganized the entire
administration .)f tho camps. A mximum of 7000-8000 Kusaian workers a
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(page 1 of ori^ino.1 cunt^cl*)
1500-2000 Russian prisoners of v^rar -were uniplo5''etl at Krupp.
i'.fy chief was i^^r» IHlf to whom I wl.s also directly responsible,
i'iy reports v/oro forv/arded to IriiTi copies wofe sent to i:5r.
STRxlTSli-NW, the chief of the Iciuor protection organisation, to
iir. von BUELOH and to the rest of tho dopartnents coricernod.
(sii-;naturc:) KUP'^ E
(page 2 of original)
I had to report to l.1r • von BUELOl/, who T\fris the chief coranissionor
of tho counter-intolligoncc service, on..political and secufcity
].mtters. Unfortunately I cannot reMomber exactly hn\7 often I saw
i/ir. von BUELCj" in the caMps. On the other hand, ijr. IHIT together
with mo frequently visited all tho caarps, of v/hich the following
wore under 3.iy chr.rgo :
1, Eastern TTorkers' Caj:Tp
2. bestern homers ' Camp
5. Prisoner-of-bar Camp.
In addition there v/orc tho so-c.dlcd special camps (pimitive
camps), operated by tlic Gestapo (Secret State Police) and I
sho. Id like to enpluisize thi-.t I had ii'^thing to do v/ith those
camp s •
Tho special, camp Dechenschulo which hciused about 300
Belgians and Dutchmen was evacuated to tho school at Neiirfold
after it liad boon destroyed in tho fall of 19-^4. I had no official
contact whiitsoevcr v;ath this CiUap although the ininatos of Nohrfola
worked in tho Rrupp factories.
xit first iliss FRITS v;as my secretary, who is not in Esson
at present; then I had Miss ROUGE, who was uismisscd iji :ipril by the
firj'u when the in.iericans entered, i.iy last secretary v/as l^ss GREEP#
ut present still working v/itli the housing adhdnistration.
Originally tho Kumbol.ltstrasse camp va.s J.iore or less a caj.ip
•rthorc Italian intornees coula jn >vo a oout freely and it was used
temporarily for Eastern workers t.jo; in th- end it served
as a car.p for Jewesses. It wus a concciitr-.tion C-jrip am'., at tliat
time, under the supervision of th^j Gestapi.) (Secret Stii-te Police).
This camp, as well as the factory caj-o^^s, v/ere nvd placed un^er my
charge, but v^cro operated by tlic indivi..iual plants. The
supervision of tho last-named concentration car^p, which had been sot
up in suimacr 1944, was in the han;ls of the SS. Herr RIECK vw-s
the camp loader. either
iSxints-ining contact with Buchurrwald v/as not riy coiiceni^ Dr.
LEIR.-MUIJ V7as chf.rgc-.'. with this duty. I was merely responsible f ^r
the fodding und housing ^f people placed un-'er my authority,
exactly as in the c£..so of the pris' nors of wo.r.
In the c lef aJninistration I sharc.l duties with Dr.
LEibd.NN in acting as Vorbindungsmami (liaison officer) of the
Gestapo, v/hich, like the Gorman Labor Front (HlF - Doutsche Arboitsfroj
had their ovm ropreseiitativos in tho c:.aips. , Dr. LEifcWM naintainud
contact with Buchonwald.
I should like to enphasizo once ajy.in tloat I was sololy
rosponsiblo for the fooding an.i housing of the womoii in the
coiicontrcLtiou caiiij), T;omon, v/bo received the heavy v/orkors' food
ration, were better fed than all the other Ea.ptern workers,
irrospoctive, whether or' iiot thoy wore eraploj'od as heavy v/oricers.
Only those aiaong the Eastern v/orkurs i/ho did the heaviest tj^po
of v/ork received the same foo<l rations as the Jewesses.
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The -vveelcly food rc-tions in the concontration canp^per person,
consisted of (cipproxiriiato, figures)
Bread: 4000 g, potatoes i-rQ IbsJ moat 400 g, fats 400 g.
(signature i) Hans NUPICE
CEHTIFICi.TE OF TKiJjBL^.TI0N
27 Juno 1947
I, SCHLESINGER, No, 20081, horeby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with tiie English and GormE.n iLmguagcs and that the abovo
is a true and correct translation of the ciocujiient No, NIK-6811,
H«U>lI;ivH SCHLSSINGER
No. 20081
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Svjom ^fidavlt
I, Sexl PPIP5CE, ruromlDcrg, having "been duly v;arncd that I render rv-
self liaolo to punishment for mglcing false statements, hcrchy state the
folloi.'in'c under oath voluntaril-'- and without duress:
l) 'i^hroughout the entire sphere of c '^- work vith the Srupp Pirm I never
had ar^.»-thing to do v;ith ouestions of lahor allocation, and narticular^l-"- nov-
vith the c!n->lo^nncnt of concentration camp prisoners. At my intcrrOf'^rtien
in ?"urorihorg in Scptemher 1945 "by Ilr. Thaycr and I'r. Sllhogen, I -eard for'
the first time of the plan to transfer a Krupp fuse vforkshop from Essen to
Auschv/itc and, in particular, of the practical implementation of the pro
ject over having "been commenced. I had, of course, lioand on one occasion
during a conversation hcforo I vent to Berlin,that is "before April 194-5
vhilo I uas still in Ssscn, that the SS intended to manufacture fuses in
Ausch\'itz and, for tha.t reason, vrcre thini^ing of approaching the Krupp "irm.
I can no longer rcmcmhcr exactly/" v;ho gave mo the information ahout it, out
"believe tha.t it vas pro"ba'bly I'r. Alfrlcd vcn Bohlcn. I did not, however,
c^or hoar roout it again until the intorrogr-.tion in Ihoromhorg which I lirvc
already ••icntioncd and. therefore, I was of the opinion, up to that time,
that nothing 'ad come of it. In Berlin I never took part in any negotiation
about the A-usclivitz project nor vras I ever informed about it. Conscouontly
I kncv nothing about any negotiations of this nature conducted by hessrs.
BSIir, -TTCLD, 513ELia3SICAiP or .
In a.nsv;cr to a specific ouostion I can add further that if I ^'as inr-
eluded in the distribution list of an?'' documents on the Ausch'.ritz patter
vfhich vroro sent to Berlin, these did not roach my hands, but vent direct to
i-iOLICuSKAIP. As I have alrcad?'" stated in a previous interrogation, I was
only c^.iof of various departments of the Krupp agency in Berlin for disciuli-
ar^'' purposes, othondse, they were independent. II-"- actual activities in
Berlin \'crc- concerned vrith Eonzcrn questions of a general nature.
(page 2 of origina.l)
2} In April 1941 I became a deputy member of the Bircktorium in Essen,
but never participated, in the real sense of the v.'crd, in the meetings of
the Vorstrnd v;hich v/as comprised of hossrs. Alfricd von Bohlcn, G-ocrcns
and L ooscr.
**o^'cvor I did, of course, take part, as did other deputy members of
the Bircktorium, in the regular ilonda?' discussions for which, apart from
the full PGmbcrs of the Birckvorium, the doput?;'' -nombcrs of the Biroktoriun
wore called upon. In tho bogtiming la.bor problems •wore not brought up for
discussion "t these ilonda?,'" meeting. In about 1942, hcjcvcr, .r. Looser
increased the number of participants in those i'londar'" discussions "by Ccl3.ing
in from 20 to 30 men who did not to the pirckiorij^m. from that tine
on com"^laints were also occasionall?'" at these i.onday meetings
that either insxifficicnt workers had made available or that tho cuistir
huts wore inadoouatc for tho housing of the allocated workers. At one of
these honda,?r meetings Er. JIUPE exhibited a ver?.'- well executed specimen of
a "slido-calipcr" vrhich, according to his statement at the time had been
made by a Eussian in a Krupp vrorkshop in Essen. At that time ho spoke mere
ly of a Eussian so that I do not know, vihothcr it was a P.ussian prisoner
of wa r or a civilian vrorkor.
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3) Tnon I V7as already in Berlin, that is in the sniiunor of 1943, I '^cn•c.
on one occasion, to i!arkstacd.t, in order to inspect the norks vhich ^'cro
•under construction at that tine. There' I savr a canp surrounded v/ith hrvlc^.
vrire wMch I took to "be a concentration c?jap and, in the course of convvt-
ation, I ler.rnt that the inmates of it vrerc employed on the construeLie_i
vrork "being carried out "by the TODT detachment. 7rom llr. ?.0SIj:3-'."Uli U'/Lici o
the Technical Office in Essen), v;ho happened to he in lI?rkstaodt at thrt
time, I 'loard that the construction vork for the erection of the Bertha
vrorks for the Erupp firm had hccn given to the Todt Organisation-
(pago 3 of original)
I have carefully read the three pages of this affidavit, have ir.a.do
the necessary corrections in my own handwriting and countersignod thora vit
my initials and hcrohy declare on oath that, in this statement, I '\avo stft
od the pure truth to the host of my knov/lcdge and hclicf.
(signature) Earl PEIBSCH
(Signa.ture of deponent)
Svrorn to and signed hcforc mo t his 8th of Jul;''- 194-7 at Purcnhcrg hy
Karl pPIlSCIi, at uroscnt at Purenhcrg, known to me to ho the person .mal:
ing the ahove affidavit.
(signature) Ilaximilian KOSSSIEH
U.S. Civilian,AGO-if 259593
Office of Chief of Counsel for Uar
Criraos
U. S. Uar Doeartmcnt
CEBTIEICATE OE TPJC-^SLATIOi"
I, Cr. GOCDIJIT, AOO-v 3A739, hcrchy certify tha.t I am thoroughl:'- con
versant ^'ith the English end German languages and that the ahcvc is a true
and correct translation of the Document ITo. 712-10343.
17 Dec 1047
(signature) G, GOODIiAlT
AGO-# 34739
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affidavit.
11 Alfried KRUPP von BOMLBH und HALBACH hp.ving "beoa duly advisod
that I shall render nyself liable to punishment by loakins a falso
statenent, herewith depose the follovifin,..- on oath of ny ov/n free
will and without coercion:
Dr. Ewaad LOBSBR and KRUP?
Dr. Ewald LOBSBH entered the Directorate of Priedr. l-^u?x ^-G-,
in 1937. Before that time he had been Director C-enera.l of the
Hotelbotriebs-G-esellschaft Berlin,and before that, financial eikport
of the City of Leipzis serving as Buergemoistcr, City Councillor
and Ra.tsherr under Oberbuergerneister Dr. OOERDBLSR.
My personal opinion of the man L0BS3R, based on several years
of collaboration with him in the Krupp Directorate, is as follov7s:
BOBSER is extrcor'.inarily aLibitious, perhaps vain. This
ambition, I suspect, is strongly encoura^-:ed by his wife" and receives
her full support, he is firmly convinced of his ovni abilities and
alwa-ys considers his own ideas to be the correct-ones. Dot only does
liG believe himself to be an outstanding expert in his special field,
that of finance, but he believes, too, in his ability to familiarizo
liinsolf speedily and successfully with any other field of knov/ledgo
and experience. Ho possesses to a. high degree the gift of ready
speech and seeks to influence his opponent by his concentrated
flow of-v-'ords, admitting but grudgingly the objections and counter
arguments raised by his opponent, not hearing them, perhaps,or
failing to absorb then, no is therefore almost always convinced
tlaat his own views have prevaile''. in the discussion. (Tiiis perhaps
oi^la.ins the fact that ho frequently fa.ils, after only a short
time, to remember objections, restrictions, eaprossions of
contra.ry opinions etc.
Signature • A»2EU?P von DC-'XHT und -'ABRtiCn
(pag-e 2 of original)
and decla.res that everything has been decided in accordance with
his proposal.)
Bxamulo 1.
The necessity for finding a new chief for the Account-
Audit ing-Offico (Reclinungs-Revisiona-Bucro) haml boon discussed aiid
approved in the Directorate. I'/hen, at a later 'date, LOBSDR proposed
his brother in law, Dr. ThIBSS for this position, and his attention
was dravm to the fact that the omploymont of a relative in s.
•1.' S
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(p5?^e 2 of oricvinal, cont'd)
clepp.rtoont under his direction would he contrary to the Krupp
roijulations, he stated tha.t he had alrea-^y proi.iised the position
to his hrothor in law in consequence of the previous discussion -
•durini* v/liich no n?:aes ha.-"', heen nentionod - • The Lieuhors of the
Diroctorato naturally considored this an attor.ipt on the part of
LOESER to present then with a f=it accor.pli .
Exannlo 2
Pollowine a ^rTeneral discussion on the enployncnt coiatracts of
leading Krupp officials in the Directorate, LOBSER in-''.uccd ny fa.thor
in 1942 to extend his (LOBSEE's) contract hy five years, giving ny
fa-ther the ir..pression that this matter had heen 'iscussed with his
colleagues# My father who, since 1941 had hoen snowing incrcasiiv;
signs of old age, suffered greatly (especially after this incident)
frou the Lianner in which LOESER tried to influence hii.;. My i.iother
once told no that my father was generally very tired after discussions
vath LOESER; sometimes he even suffered from minor i^aintiiv; fits.
She "bogged me on several occasions to try to prevent such tetc-a-
tetos, or to reduce their nuiiber. This, iiov/cver, was impossible.
My father had always been used to friendly collaboration in the
Diroctorato and therefore took LOESER's behavior very r.mch to heart.
Prof. GOSREHS and I always a.ttonpte-\, for father's sake, and
especially in an effort to spare him unpleasantnessi
Signa.ture; a.ICRJP? von BO.iLBN
und hATi^'AGZi
(page 3 of original)
to maintMil ^ friendly colla-boration with lOESER and to avoid
any controversies which might have come to my father's knowle'^ve.
LOESER was fully aware of my father's condition and of the need to
spare him unpleasantness. I was never able to observe, however, .
tha-t LOESER took this into account in any way. On the other Imnd
my father adopted too positive an attitude to people,fully to
recognize the causes of LOESER's behavior.
In the interests of the Krupp firm»I mysolf tried time and
again to establish comradely and amicable relations with LOESER.
In spite of tmny personayconversatior^,conducted, on my pa.rt in a
friendly spirit, I was unsuccessful, rfia, lack of sincerity fuid
liis waiit of truth, proved on several occasions, rendered impossible
any feeling of confidence in him.
Moreover,. LOESER never succeeded in winning the conploto
confidence of his suboriinates or even of the umployoos of other
departments. Hie overbearing pnd con-"',osceniing mf'.nner prevented
this. To be sure,it was sometimes necessary to enforce-unwelcome
i,ii liHiirtdliri'l •lilt 11
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ro^yulations. LOESEE, however, frenuontly ".ii. not succoo-1 in
oz5)lainin^: the nee-i for these rogiilations to the persons who liacl
to oxGcuto then or wno were affecte-' hy then, with the result
that thoy were freciuently consi-^ere:! as ciiiconeries. liis constant
efforts to "brintV ©tout the alvauicenent ani pronotion of his so—
ceIIg'" "pets", 3r. ThIBSS anl Dr. EEUSCh, also na/.o hin Uiijjop-alar
v/ith his boworke-rs suhoT'lnetos, h?.rily sjiyholy ooin^; convincol
of their- T-IIESS' ani BEUSC--'s - ahilit;;^ end aptitu':c for elevate:",
positions. Enployee circles also viowei with iisfavor the reports
of outsilers, .that LOSSER was not in the ha'oit
Six;npture:iv.2eiJPP von unl
(pah© 4 of oricTinal}
of contra/icting- persons unfaniliar with the works, who a/./rGssccl.
hin as "Director Oeneral", when no was no such thiHc;#
In ny opinion LOESEB. entirely lackel the ^.ift of loaclorsliip.
"While his behavior tov;?.ris his subordinates, was, in the nain,
friendly and agreeable, ho lot then sense his supercilious a.ttitud«
in a, condoscondin-; nanner. Ho therefore did not croato a frion:dly
rela.tionship between his subor-"inates an*"', hinself.
I'ho social sense which has always been a predoninant
characteristic of the ICrupp firn, was lackinc: in LOEPjEj ho never
succeeded, in acauirinj; it. Eor this r..:pson ho actiuired a reputation
for antisocial thinkin^^; niany of the noasures whicn he took md.
v/hich were, in thenselvos, necessary an' Justified, v/ero felt to be
"antisocial" ahd capitaloAic in the bad sense of the word. It vrcis,
I suppose, for this reason tiiat h© was not popular ax.ioniS the
workers.
In tiy opinion his hostilu attitu-'^e towar-^.s Hationalaocialisn
could hp.rcdly have boon known in the lar^ser circles of the ICrupp)
firn. I do not recall having heard any assertion of IjOESZIR.'s
which surpa.ssed the deijree of criticisn custouary in his circle
considering its size an", the people of i^/hon it v/as conposod. I
do not rocollect, either, his having avoided any party person?lity
loiown to hin. To be sure, his overb-^arinc": behavior won hin iia-rr^ly
any frioncds anong these people, who were always people of nocdo.st
ncans•
ApplyinjV his experience of nunicip.al adninistration, LOESZH
a,ttachod the greatest inportance to the nost frugal uso of the
availadolo funds, and to the avoidanco of unnecessary oxpondituro
in the execution of his duties in the sphere of finance within
tho ICrupp firn.
Signature: a. KE'JPr von BOHLEH und liALDACH
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In this, ho unioubtolly achievsi successes which v/oro fully
appreciated, .-is attitude, resulted in his opposition oven to such
expenditure ?s seeried il.esirahle [in the liii'ht of tho Krurjp tradition »
but which was not consiiere""". profit?ble in the strictly coi.ii'.wi'cial
sense.
I)xg.iiplQ;
LOSSiSl ropoatedly objected to the hi.:;h expeniituro for the erection
of canps for foreign civilian workers and opposed tne erection of
now porhiancnt cpeeps outside the industrial area.
Contrary to the conservative Krupp tradition, LOBSIH rather
favored "financial transactions" airaei at the acquisition of
existing; factory plants alrea.iy in operation. Prof. G-OHPTilS and 1
in pa.rticula.r, anl other collcaf^ues would have liked to use
considerable sulis of uoiiey for. the j.-Odernization and renewal of
production plants already in existence within the Konsem. In other
words, LOESr,?. advocated the expansion of the Konzern, the cn^iinocrs
in the Directorate the intensive exploitation of its potentioditios.
Exan'olc;
Only after protracted negotiations did Dr. Pritz MUHLLSH and I
succood in obtainint',- frow LOSSES the pro.uise of tho iiost urgently
needed funds for the opening:; up of a now coal rdne (Eossonra,y), the ^
innodiato operation of which was an urgent necessity in viev/ of tho •
decline in output frou tho old Krupp uines.
LOESEil opposed tho "-conversion" ("Uriwandlung") of the Aktion-
gcsollschaft Krupp into an in-'ependent coL-ii.:ercial enterprise, vrhich
was desired by ny parents and nyself.
I SUQ Up:
Signature: a. ^uPP von 30.-iL2H und l-IALpJiCh
(p?ge 6 of original)
LOESEH's attitude and character led to a situation within the
Krupp Konzcm which shook tho confidence of the staff and vjorkora
in tho Krupp tradition and in the standing of the Directoro.tc and
plant mana^icnent •
The reputation won by the Krupp Konzeru outside tlio Konzom
was jeopardized also (its reputation, that is, in industrial and
official circles.
My parents and the leading executives of the Krupp IConzom who
-4^
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v^cro sinccroly concorne-"'. for the preservation of the Krupp
reputation an-l goo-l nffiie, anl to whou lon^-tern frionilly
collrhoration with LOSSER, "bascl upon Lmtua.l confidence, sooncd
iupossihlo, - while fully appreciatinc his professional abilities
sha,re'l v/ith ne the wish that the iestiny of the Krupp firn oo
sopa,rated fron that of Dr. LOESDR.
itwf,I'iiri ili'iiiiilii'illi ii|Mi<i*»l fi'tj >ii« .i.i»
Hy fa.ther and the Directorfto •'.eclared thereselves vjilling
to honor his contract of enploynent which was vali"". until 30
Sopteuhor 1947, while LOESER was ,in fact^ release", fro:.: his
duties as of 1 April (?) 1943.
I have carefully read each of the 6 pages of this affidavit,
have nado the necessary corrections in i.:y own handwriting and ha.vo
countersigned theiVi with ny initials and I herewith decla.rc on oa,th
tlmt, to the "best of uy loiowledg^^ and "belief, I have sta.tocd the
ahsoluto truth in this affidavit.
Signature: A. ERuHP von 30.-13^ und HALlaCH
(signature of deponent)
Sv/orn to and signed before me this_3 day of July 1947 at iTuornberfd
.^friod lOlUPP von und IiaLBAC-I
(nsj-io and address of deponent)
known to no to be the person nakinf,: the above affidavit.
Signature ; Dr. Max MaKDEI'LaUB
U.S. Civilian D 432 S22
(aG-0 nui-ibor)
Office of Chief of Counsel for
War Crines
U.S. War Dapartuent
CEBSIEIGaTE op T?JU^TSLATIOh
12 November 1947
I, Beryl C. BESWICK, D - 427 459, hereby certify thf-.t I an a duly
a.ppointod translator for the Cernan and English lajigua<:;cs and tl:iat
the above is a true and correct translation of the docir.iGnt Ilo.
iTXK - 10769.
-o-
"Ej.^D"
Beryl 0. BSSWICIC
D - 427 459
.M
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TEAN5MTI0N DOCUMENT ITn.ITIK-11165
OEEIOE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR UAR CRIMES
AFFIDAVIT
I, Max IHN. present in Nuern'berg aftgr having
beep ^uly vvarned -^hat false statements" on my
render me liable to punishment herewith declare the
following under oath voluntarily and without coercions
Daring my interrogation on 23 June 1947 the bad
conditions in the administration of the childrens camp
Voerde T.est during the years 1944/45 were pointed out
to me. Before today it had not been brought to my
notio.e that about 40 ^ of the approximately 120 children
billetted there and died within 4 months and tl:at this
could for the most part be put down to general weakness
(according to death certificates presented)« This high deati
rate should, of course, have been investigated by the
main camp administration and by the doctor, because
it had been brought to their notice in the proper mahner.
The food in the camps was the business of the main
camp leader. The camp leader was responsible for the
food due to the children and delivered to the camp, being
actually given to the children.
I have carefully read this one page of the above
affidavit, have made the necessary corrections in my
own handwriting and countersigned them with my initials
and herewith declare under oath that this statemeht
contains the pure truth to the best of my knowledge and
belief.
(signature)s Max Ihn.
(page 2 of original)
Sworn to and signed before me this 19 day of July 1947
at Nuernberg by Max Ihn, known to me to be the person
making the above affidavit.
(signature)s Manfred A. Issermann
U.S.Civilian, AGO number :
440810
Office of Ohief of Counsel J
for 7ar Crimes 1
U.S. *7ar Department fi
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iTRANSIzATION OF FOOUHEETS No
CONTINUED
CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION
23 December 1947
I, John FOSBERRY, No. 20179, hereby certify
that I am thoroughly conversant with the English and
German languages and that the above is a true and
correct translation of the Document No. NIE-11165.
^ '• iTiili il 11^"
John FOSBERRY,
No. 20179.
- 2 ~
(END)
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TR/a'ISLxTIOy OF DOCUl;iSNT NIK-6810
QFPICS OF CHIFF OF COUilSEL FOR CRUDES
3sseii,22 Septan X)r 1945.
I liiake the following statement voluntarily and under no duress
y/]^.ts jever;
The figures in t'le list if caraps refer to the time from
spring 194o until the end.
iir. .14.US Tforked at the Labvir Allocation Section J (allocation
insiae Germany) (htinav/ritten;) as LE.uor i.llucation Engineer] and
he V70.S Chief of-the Economic Bureau (hirtsch&.fts'buero). "i i.-
¥sr» SPEChT W-s responsible for the Labor Allocation for the fact'^ry
under i-it'. •u4^US» Mr. PLESS was subordina-t^eal to me and v/€;s amongst
^•'ther duties in chtxrgo of labor allocation^ funerals ani wills.
Furthermore Llr. Sji.GSR also worked with rao, and he was responsible
for carip equi-mont. He is still e3q;jloycd at rLrupp's. Doctor
should kn.rw v;horo the 50J Jewesses were taken sh'rtly before
the Allies Lii.rchod in, I hereby state '.:-n oath that I do not iaaov;
where they v/ero talcen to or idiethpr they -v/ero ta .on back to Buohonwald.
l;ith regard to the Gestapo (Secret State Police) I should like to
montion tiu.;t I also had dealings v/ith thoir office in Oberhausen.
Tnc conoontration camp v/as set up approximately in surmner 1944, and
it was guarded by about 15 to 20 people.. Jir. HLTJIUi) v^as manager of the
Engine lact.'ry, ivir. HIHZ was employed at the Labor Allocatiti. Section
J« 1^. iiQh\Tj was section chief of the Construction Bureau (he
constructed the ca.iavs). }Sr» ROESGEN was the rrnxnagcr of Rolling
ball 1, i;&:. BRaUI'T of helling Mil 2. 1j. T^iOCKSL was LEHI','Ai™'s
-leputy. The Russian prisoners of war worked in the cast-steel
v/orks. Drd.'IELE was chief nodical • fficor of the Krupp
hospitals. D-'Ctor IbiTT^IEfi hir.d special clinic at J-osef-Hommor-lTog.
^L-EIiHlIlkS, who worke-.: for the Gestapo, had organized a
stoolpi^^eon service. I d n-t laiow to what extant ho made use of it;
ho v/as also a member of the 8S. I know that Polish and Russian
v/orkors were oeaten in the camps. I ali/ays inf Tmed L!t. 115^
BUTilLO'V verbally about so.ch oases. I do not kn w/ of mltreatraont
or atr "icitioG either ii. the special caraps or in ooncentro.tion
camps, it-is-a-ftrietjhctwevepy (crossed ..;ut) initials i K. (ir^-ndy/ritton;^
I knev; that people \;erc beaten in othtir carans, pregnant v/oraen
c )uld un'lt,rgo a v.-luntary interruption of pregnancy. A Russian
doctor hen. to perform these s-pers.tions unaer the supervision
of d ict'or JivEGER* Toduy I hoar f >r the first time that pregnant
wjraon o.nd •^Llcr men were mco.e to worlc 12 h.-urs a dc.y. I read to
you the official i^.curoenu before mo j
"To the Po.)'.l ii-Ardiiistratioii of the Cajap. Aco.)fding to a
talk v/ith dir. ICUPKE* the foreign workers at Camp Vocrdc East
are w irking 11 h.jurs a day, includinj^; 1 hour's break. The
workers in .-uostion are partly older men, partly pregmui-': w'nien. In
view of this fact a 12 hour "vyor.kiiig day can hardly be deemed
appropriate. Signed, SCihlEIDER, Lf^a ler of the camp."
I can offer no oxplanf.tion f r this document. Personally, •
I noVv-r sia; any mci-ltreatuent, but I heard that neople were Ixiiaten.
Fr^'m time to tijne I reported t) iny superiors about conditions in
the oajfips, among other things thot the waiips v/ero overcr-wdod,
that thor». v/ero n-^t enough airraid shelters etc. Since the
beginning of le'ir4 I used t."' send jdonthly rep-rts to the management of tl
plant, stc-ting -amongst other thing i the r:umb&r of inmates in the
in.lividual cramps,, the number of workers required> (crossed out:)
and I also reported about the b<ai food situation in each case.
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CONTINUED
(pa^e 1 of origiml cont'-I.)
No. NIK-6810
I doclare that the people in r.iy ohar^c wore capable of doin^ their
v/orlc and I had full confidence in then. In the spring
of IC'lb there were-about EO.OOO to 22*000 forei^in workers in
the Ilrupp caraps, in the sprint_, of Iba-j: there were 15.000,
and in February 19a5 v;o hud still about lO.oOO to 11.000 forci,;^!
•vvork'-.rs. About 21.000 foreij^n v;or.o..rs wore Gii:ployQa in the cast-
steal factory. I state once jaoro that I kept Mislinj and
3NEL0T; continually informevi aov>ut the cunips. In Ib'x^i I introrluce i a ne
rojulation at krupp's that only v/orkcrs, who wore present af
v;ork,wero to receive their food, br. IKN ana 'ulr- BbELOh were.
iiiforraed about this raeasufo, too.
(sijjnature :) Hans KUPICE
CERTIFICATE OF TibdISh-.TION
2 July 1947
1, CC'HlrESIL'GER, No. 20081, hereby certify tliat I am
thoroughly conversant with the English uiuv Overman lanjjua.^cs
and that the above is a true and c.:.rrect translation of
document Ho. HIK-6810•
- a -
" Ei^D "
:k-dHAH CO lLESIN ER
No. 20081
r
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TRANSLiiTIOK OF DOCUSAT No. NIK-10750
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF G0UN5EL FOR WiR CRI;-ES
AFFIDAVIT
Ij Hans KUPKE, at present at Nuernberg^ having been duly warned that
false statements on my part will render me liable to punishment,
herewith state the following under oathj of my own free will and
without coercion:
This day I was shown a transcript of a meeting of the Secret i _'.icc
with the Camp leaders under the chairmanship of Kriminalrat (Cr_minal
Counsellor) WOHIEG. The document is dated 10 March 1944 ?nd bears
the number NI 2954* At this meeting Herr KOflLIS said: "The volume
of the foreigners' ma.il is to be reduced. To start mth, on 2 days
a week all the mail, outgoing and incoming, is to be routed to the
Secret Police, where it vdll be burned. This meas-.re applies only to
the Eastern workers, Ul^rainians and Poles".
Though I was present at the m.eeting and though I caxi remenber it, I
cannot exactly remember anj'" mention of burning the mail. At aiy rate,
I do know that later on foreigners mail was, routed to the Secret Pclice
twice a week.
I have carefully read the one page of the above affidavit,, have T.-ide
the necessary corrections in my own handwriting end countersiguGQ
same with my initials and herewith declare under oath that to uhe
best of my knowledge and belief I ha.ve stated the pure tj'uth in this
affidavit.
Signature: _Har^s, Kupke
Signature
(page 2 of original)
Sworn to and signed before me this 15 day of July 1947 ^t Nur:)r;:berg
by Hans KUPKE, known to me to be the person making the above affidavit
Signature: Manfred A. Isserman
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TRAlNJSLr.TICi'I CF DCCUiSMT K'o. WIK-10750
CONTHnTUED
CERTIFICAIE OF TRrJ\ISLATICiJ
6 November 19A?
I, Arthur MkCNAMi'^ x, No, 20191j hereby- certifF that I am a. du.ljr app*:
translator for the German end English languages and that the above i
true and correct translation of the document No. NIK-1C750.
- 2 -
"END"
Arthur
No.' 20191 •
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TRiJSLATION OF DOCW.ENT l\ilK-10751
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR VJAR CRBSS
AFFIDAVIT
I, Friedriqh yon BUELOW^ at present at Nuernberg^ having been duly
warned"that 'false stateiiienis pn part will 'repder mq liable uo
punishment, herewith state the following under oath, of m '^" own free
will and without coercion:
As far as I remember, to begin with, no restrictior.s were placed
upon the Ea.stern workers as regards writing and receiving leitors.
Later, I think it may have been around 1944, the Secret Police sud
denly requested that we, a firm, should censor a3.1 the mail of the
Russians. Herr Kupkc, who at that time was already la charge of all
the camps, came tc me and discussed vdth me the impossibility of
putting this measure into effect. I passed on those doubts to Herr
Nohles, who thereupon ordered that all the mail wr'> to bo haiided to
the Secret Police who were to see to everything else. He added that
in this case every second or third consignment, would probably be
destroyed by the Secret Police. Since I sa.w no other wav o'd-, this
order of the Secret Police was then obeyed.
I have carefully read thie one page of the above affidavit, and tinn
ed it personally, have nade the necessary'- corrections in my own
handwriting and countersigned same with my initials and hercv.it'-.
declare under oath that to tl^ best of my knowlodgo and belief I
have stated the pure truth in this affidavit.
Signature: Friedrich von Buelow
Signature •
(page 2 of original)
Sworn to and signed before me this 24 da.y of Juno 1947 at Nurejjiberg
by Mr. Friedrich von BUEICY;', known to me to be the person making the
above affidavit.
, t-v-.'.u- .-.M:
Signature: M.A. Issermm'-
M.A. ISSEHI'Un!
U.S. Civilian, AGO number A-i+l^SlO
Office of Chief of Counsel for
War Crimes, U.S. 'war Department
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mNSLxiTICK OF DOCU.iiJ '^T Ko. HlK-10751
CGNTINU^ID
certificate: of tr.a;su.tign
6 Novombcr 1947
I, Arthur No. 20191^ hereby certify th-.t I ?rn a duly '..•••t
od translator for the German and English languages and that tho above
is a true and correct translation of the docu^iTont No. NIK-10751-
. -v
. Ai'-.
A-,
- • . iC'- 'A-'- '• : 'h--
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"END"
Arthur .Tdi.
No. 20191
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(pa-c 1 of a)origim\
•Jranslation of D:)cument HIZ - II233
03L ICS Or 0Z131 01 00TH5BL JOH ".Z.-?. 0" II-^SS
^•psnuYi-i
I, li-itz von BTIULOy, K-.ern'berg, after having toen v.^rned tlis-.t I "ill
"be li.-vhle fpr punishment for making a false statement, state\licre'..ith
under oath, of m;' ovn free will and vdthout coercion, the followingS
1«.) 1 - '^-VG not hcen a memher of the Torstsnd. or of the Dlrcctorium
(neither ordinary nui* deputy member), but only Prokurist. (.Pall
pov.'cr business plenipotentiary) until the end of I9U31 ^'^d sinco ihoi
department diroc-tor, CJae qu.estion of the use of concentration ccnp
inmates by tlie f*11311 of 2!*ra*9p come v/ithin my competence, end
I an not properly iiDformod rcge.rdilng it thoroforo, except by hcrj:say.
Spcrhing of O.C., i.i:jiiC.tes 1 kne,,; only those in the proper sense of ta e
torn, i do not nocn u'.nvicfcs of the inmates of the punitive coxrp
of 3oclionsciiulo, W'j.th regard to the negotiations vdth Pistor I an
J!ialri.ng a, scpa.rato sta•QOILent^
2») V/hcn the plan to transfer the fuse production to ^uschvdtz hr.d
already dTspescd of. I was av/aro of lb only by hearsa.y. 1 know
however t.hc.t the scheme \rt.s at the time to set up fuse mojiufacturo
v.dthin the precincts of the Concentration Crmip --uschwitz and that tn
use of forced laborers had boon taken into account from —uschwitz.
3.) Concerning the so—called Dochcnschilc Piinishtive Gamp in Dssoni
I state as fo11ov;s^
P'roquontly wc imd occasion to dcnounc
workers; especially irussians, for cirminr.l
thefts, cj.eo boca-asc of absontooism<. Olhcs
in ma.ny cases by the Gestapo to a pvmitivc
ba-ck to us for vnrk. Ono d£-y wo v/crsent
- , — - >
(hrinin-lrat iVv£IiuS) that the prisons . nd
tais purpose wore so ovororov/dod tK.t thej^
the workers thus donouncol j-nd that v;o had
pciw.l crmp,
o to the Gestopo foreign
offences, ps.rticularly
c v/orkcrs were transferred
carp and thoy v/ ro never
informed by the Gestapo
p..nr,l crmps selected for
coixld no longer accomockat:
to Svit up a sv^aia-.tc
(p 2 of ori.gi*nal)
in v.'hicb. the Gestapo could imprison the v/orkors who were denounced
by us -xd. also others duo for punlshmento
• Ifter the necessary nogotlr.tions between mo and Xr.Hr.t ITO—uBS,
the sopr.rc.to pen:-.l c.mp wo.s built up at the end of 19^3
beainnine- of IQkh. Ib-Lis -nunishment c.-jiro was not identical with c.;ginning 19h e Hii punish np
similar c-mp built by the lov/n Council of 3sscn or vdth a possibly
o.lrcady existing pon:l cemp. However, krupp v/orkors v/cro occasional^r
tr nsferred to the "uen:'.l ccmp of tho S.O. Sssen by the Gcst'po.^^ lur
pon,-.l crxp Dechcnschulc at first was under the management of a -i-iupp
mm by nr^ao of yOZHIlR, whoso successor vr.s dorr IL-IH. ifoon this
crmp vr.s ^dready established the interraicnt vrr.s not effected by us
but on a,ccoiint of our reports by the Gestapo6
^he ctual dovelopniont differed from tho ariginr.l plan.
.-ccordlng to my knov/lodg© handle my of tho foreign workers reported
by us to the Geste.po. especially no Eastern workers wore trarsferred
to tho Eochenschulo. She Gestapo incarcerated there the so—cc-llcd
Ir^nch .-'.nd Eolgim Befractours md pcrhc'ps also by way of punishmoifc
crimira-ls, !I!ho above mentioned rcfr-.cteurs w-re men who had boon
sentenced by Gcrur.n military tribTon?-ls in Er nee ".nd Belgium for
allogod refusal to work md who were trt.naforrod for serving their
Bontmcos to the Gestapo in Gcrmrny. During their intornraent in tin
Dcclionschule they vrore used as workers in Hrupp works, Ihoy were
oecortod to emd from v;ork by members of tho Krupp security police.
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(p:--Ge 2 of orig;in-:?.l cont'd)
2rcmslat5.orL of Docunant i^IS! - II255
.(cent'd)
-*• fov/ QOntds pc.ssod "by "before the Dechcnscliulo tdch?.! ccjax) vjc-s
r.ct-or.lLy Gst^.Dlishcd, r.s X did not like the v;holo idea right from dio
sto.rt I tried t*j postpone it as long as possihlc^
•".s far as I rosiooi'ber 1 did not t.dlk to w/ othor nenbor of the
Biroctoriuio o-cccpt to iir. about the building of the abovo ncntionod
penal cc^p, Iho latter put the hechenschrlo at my disposal for this
purpose rud vas app-arently so.tsfiod •with the uhole progrrr:.
(page § Of original)
X/itb. reforerjco to the labor edlocation of the above mcntiorLOd
inmates of the Djclionschalo peucal caup X had to get in touch \ritli the
plants coneornod ..-s far" as I rcnioribcr part of the crjop inmates vrorkod
in the smelting plant ""n B:fbcok (Chief dhrcns) rxd another portion
v/ith the bui!Lding estallishments (Chief ilr„ SUHIjRX), omthor pc,rt vi th
the drop forge (uheso chief I do not recollect any more),
I never fo\mid 'j-ab e:/:i\ctly and only by dogroos why those people
were rofractours rnd on wrht their sontoin.os wore based.
hoxt in ranlc bolew mo in tb-o administration of the X'cchcnsoh^jLLc
penal came wtvs Hcrr ¥1X531X3 who died in September i945«XtLO cejop leader
at any^timc (first Hcrr ITUEH^R- labcr was subordinated to hin.
-ne cniof cmp mroiageinent of Herr KXJPilH] only dealt with the punitive
camp of Dochensclrulc ireLsmuch as the latter req;jlsitionod the necessary
food and equipment from the Chief crinp mrxuagcncnt. By the end of
iscptemoer l^U^-i-. i-,c., when the Bechonschulo had boon destroyed by
bonb.i.rg, the pionitivc csmp put up there v/as tre.hsforrod to the iXHIlR-
fclat scheol (in Obcrhouson near Bscen) md almost completely lost its
cnarr.ctor as a pon,.l cmp inasmuch i.s the troatment of the inmates
Dcciiiio much more lonient. XXready before then, when X discovcx*od that
tno comp inmates of the Xcchonschu-lo v^erc criniruals only to a smr-ll
o;:tent, I gave instructions for a more lenient treatment.
hs f--.r as the cadiuinistration cf the punitive cemp referred to
above v;as concerned X li£.d a double rospDnsibility, On the one hruid,
1 had to follow the instructions of the Gwstapo. md on the otlicr land
j. u-d to observe the hrupp rogulc.tions r.nd the like.
Xbe above nontionod items 1 —3 ^.r.dc in mv examination by
i.r, h'uoim.i.lxan IldSSSiiSR (—ttornoy, ilrial 2oo.n IXX), on 2. C'uly IJ-I-J
at Iruremborg,
Ibxremborg, 3 Jhly 19U7» Briedrich von PTJ31L0V/
(sigr^aturo ).
(page 4 of original)
4.) Rolr^tivo to the foregoing point I have to addi
TXion in 19^^- negotiations took pXr.ce ^^rith the SS officer of Buclacnv/ald,
BISiXBR, rog.arding the use of C.C.Xpbor, ler. Lchmiinn fetched mc as iho
idea v;o.G original that inrxotes of 0.0. to bo used in Essen Ir.d to bo
guo.rded by the ^rupp plrnt security police. It v/as then rovcalod
instantly -chat the C.,C. iniuatos to be used had to bo gur.rded ii.lso by
the S5. Xherefore my further participation in the conference vrs
supcrfluos rnd 1 believo I loft it before the time. I four.d out only
later thr.t Krupp v/orkers ' wives were trained as guaxds by the S3 end
employod 1-ator in guarding the Humboldt camp in which the Jev:csscs
v/CiG accomodatcd.
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r2r£-jisl:-,ti3r. of Docuncnt ITIE - 1127"^
(cont -d)
(^r. '^o k of origin'-J. cont'd)
5») -i-n 19^^ in Ssscn convicts (especially in tlio Boiling Hill II)
r.nd prison inLU'.tcs from the Ssson Jo-il (in 2cnlr Construction IV) v;ers
used as uorlcorsc latter v;crG escorted to and from v;ork from
iisscn ja5.1 "by prison officials and Krupp had nothing to do v;ith tlicir
hcusingu ¥ith i-cforciicc to the convicts they v/orc put up in a
separate Ihupp crrro "out the criip v/as run "by the judicia.! '-.dxiinistration,
¥0 however ha.d to put the men co.t their disposed.
(page 5 of original)
Ihoy wore partis'" vrcirkors: pc.rtly members of the works police, prn-tly
conscripted people^ Xn their soimco they crmo under the control of
the la.w offlcialSf
with the aj.loc'Ohion -of convicts X v/as concerned oniy insofa.r
as I once drove to XkBI: jcJl and there discussed the rcor'.iitmcnt
of these Eori: their trrnsport to Ussen. rnd their billclfcing vdth
the prison director a]-3.C3r rnd odso with the general prosecutor, JCGIL.
X renombor that Eorr ••^on Bohlen too- on another occasion hc.d a talk
vhth genoroJ prosecutor dool on the alloc.-tion of hard lohor convicts,
blicn the cov.vi'.-.ts v/erc in Ssscn I had scvcrr.l negoti> .tions with the
ce^ert authorities concerning housing, g":n-.rding, work etc. Ihie to
the bombing r-.-hds these convicts v/orked for us only for qjoite a shot"t
period, perhrps only tv/o months,
6.; ^dro^dy in 13^2 v;e vjcre instructed to toho precautionary moasuros,
snould rri-ots of foreign v/crkcrsj v;hich wore const-antl;* anticiar.ted,
^ Occ'xr, to be able to crush these riots vdth o-^r own forces. Stress
v/.",s l:,id on the fo-ct thc-t in such p- critical situ-rdion probably not
only the j.olico forces in Ssson, but a.lse the troops, especially the
—ntiaircraft "lonits in .wjsson , vmd.d be withdrPA-m. It vras envisaged
rfoout all that those ri^ts v/ould coincide v/ith an invasion. In
compliance with this goncrp.l ruling I first of all incref-scd the v/orks
police proper by the so-called plant police I, about SO to lOO men
(-the number varied),
\P-gc 6 of originrd)
wno v/erc issued with rifles and pistols. I trained these men,
cspcciarjy on Sundays, in field training, shooting prentice a.rd. mc.rching,
Siw'^ o the riots could also occur in the plants, I organised the
pl:nt gai-ard II in the pl;nts. Shis latter consisted of Erupp workers
W-io v/.jre selected by the ph.nt loaders v.n.th regard to their suit.ability
for the job. Iho organiaation was in connexion v;ith the anti-aircraft
protection. The proportion of men soloctod v/as 5 to cvorcy 100 men
v/c eking in the pl'x.ts. ilo arms could be provided for these men in tlie
pl.nts., B^sidos, there wore gr.ve objections to furnishing the plrnts
with weapons inspitc of their urgent ropuest as the arms could got
too oasiljr into the ho.rkLs of unauthorisod people. On instructions
fr^m higher quarters those people were issued v/ith leather truncheons
made ^of wo.ste leather. Bigid instructions v/ero given that those
truncheons hod to be kept cc^rofullj'" locked. Only in emergencies they
v/e-;o to bo is'^uod to the men, together v/ith stoul belnots and crmlots
to denote their runction. By instructions from higher headq.ur.rtcrs
it was later loft to the phants to mc.ke stool truncheons, as the l-.ttor
v/ere more suitable v/eapons. The leather truncheons wore lv do ^n my
ordjrs by the Erupp saddlery, central production of the steel
truncnoons v;as i-upos-ible under the existing pressure of work; it v/a,s
left to the individurd pl.nts. The idea of these plant gu'rds v/r.s to
nip all possible riots in the bud by ro.pid and vigorous a.ction
in spite of their numerical inferiority.
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Translation of Docunont HIIl —11233
^ (cont'd)
Tlie first ^-onorrJ. ruling regcrding the enlarged plant secnrit^'-
police I ao.d II was issued in the ni ddle of 19^3, the second
supplomcntarjr regulation shorbly 'before the inTa,siont about llc.j 13^.j. tnihfc this second regulation contained a,lso the instructions relating
I/O tno stool trunaheonst (The rogul:\tions v/ero based on instructions
from higbor q.uartors, military offo.co; G-cstepo), I rencmber very well
rn at the beginning the instructions on the safe keeping of the
lor.thor truncheons wore kept in all instsucos. In many plants I
chockod on this measure n^rseiJ.f. Later in 19Ui vihon the heavy c.ir rsld
d;a-r.gcs led to gro '^-t disorgroiization, it happened that due to the
destruction of the offices and especially of the storage plr.cos for
•Cxicse leather trunehoons; they may partly ho.ve got into the v/rong
-lands. It is possible that in this vn:-y stool truncheons too, mc.y
uavc got into the h: ndc of unauthorized persons. I know, hovrev-r , th.at
Tory few ple.nts v;erc then .ctually able to produce these stool
"^^^choons. Only a relatively smvall number v/as then in question.
I recollect that the chief crmp mfjie-goocnt •Iso being afr.-.id thr.t
riots night occur, v/antcd to activate troops like the enl. .rged plrnt
police il and requested firearms for thorn. —ftor long deliberations
for end against- the chief camp management received a number of fire
arms from the v/erks police. It is possible tha.t also at the same
time or before the chief cma-p management received steel truncheons
for the same purpose, I do not recollect any more viiothcr the;'' v/erc
supplied by the vrorks police,
(page S of original)
I have cerefully road each of the o pages of this affidavit
and h ,ve signed them porsoually. I he.vo m.do the nocossarjr corrections
in ny Own handwriting -ud initi;'^lod tiiom rnd I declare horevdth
under oath that I have given in this ei'fidavit the full truth to the
host of ti]'' knowledge and belief,
Jriodrich von BIQjIiOlir
(Signc.turo of deponent)
Sworn to and signed before me this 7"^^ ^^-7 19^7 Kurembo rg,
by -Tritz von BUHLO^, present at IJurembcrg, known to mo to bo the
person making the above affidavit,
Uejcimilirji KDBSSIiSH
U'. S, OivilicjG.
.xCVO-Ifambor D 239 5O3
Office of Chief of Counsel for Var Crimes
U.S.- ¥ar Dcuartmcnt,
C3323;5'XCl,!I?j3 05" TIL-HSL^IOK
17,12,U7I, G. GOODli^h", _GO-Kumber 3^^709, hereby certify that I rja thorouglily
conversant v/ith the Unglish i;ud Gorman lr.nguages and thr.t the above
is a true and correct translation of Document UIK - 11233-
G, GvuDihjJ
../.GO-Dumber 3^7^9*
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01-- DLGXITIjiT l.o .iflK-10760
01'i-''..C;j Or OF COui.-'JL 1-CHI..J3S
Aff idc.vit
I, lax L-ii', at -jrasont i.uarnbjrg, aft.r having b3on duly informed
that I shall be li.ablo to punishment if i make a false statom-jnt,
h.jro\.dth voluntarily and without duruss doclaru the follovdng under
oath
^ VTas infornod that the quarters and rations (Versorgung) of the
camps for for-ignjrs v^ero not aln.'ays the sano as those provided
for the German "copulation. In reply to a complaint made to mo, by
the camp dir;.'Ctor camp Voordo, I iiiust admit that the al
l-god required v/ork day of 12 hours -vas too long for old men and. J
pregnant v;o.'.ion., J
In "dioso casos "v/herc I could ir.tervono, l did intorvono . I I'O
longer rem.embor "diat I did in the case of the work hours of the
pr.gnant vromnn-
I have caroxu.lly r^ad through th.; this affid.evit, have
made the necessary corrections in my ovm hc.nd-ond initirllod thom,
and hsjre'.vita assert under oath that I have stated the pur truth
in this arfidavit to the best of my ^cnovjlodgc and belief.
(signature:) . c.x hi
S"'//orn to and signed before lae this 19 day of July 19i7 at hurom-
borg by ilcx riiig, ]cQorfli to me to b. the "oerson making the above affi
davit ,
(signature:) Ix-nfred ei.I
U.S .Civilian^ /.GO . umber 4a-6810
Office of Chief of Counsel for
•Jar Crimes, U.S. ".far Department
CDRTn iChT] OF Tih.iSLx.Tia:
21 Octobt.r 1947
I, Kathleen Bramley, , o.2i096 h-roby certify f -.at I cm tho
roughly conversant with the iJnglish and German languages, and
thf" t "the above is a true end correct trcr slation of the ori-
gi n.r.. 1 d oc urn: nt .-107 6 C'.
Kathleen B:K. LIY, .o.2:096
- 1 -
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TRIC'SU.TlCi^ OF DOCU; jl..;! ^fO/u'lIC-'lOTSi
ori-icz OF CHEI 01 COU":^ .L FOR ''UJl CRIi'jZS
Affidavit
I, lAx Hi!*, at present ^Tuornbarg, after h^.vin£, "been duly informed
that I shall "be liaole to punishmsnt if I maice a false statement,
do herevrith voluntarily and without duress declare the following
under oath; - '^ror'.. rs
1-ood rations virere to be reduced for/'vdio had not worked at their
places of work in the factories. The chargeheads.-rrt.r^ supposed to
issue certificates for the work done vjhich vfould/be valid as per
mits authorizing^ camp rations, Fefore :.arch 1943 often discussed
the question of food rations for the camp inmates with ^jUSCH.
These rations wore fixed by the i.j.nistry o.. Labor or iood; our
task VIS.S to achiovj or. increase of the rations. 1 cannot personal
ly say what stops xra took nor to what authorities vi/e made represen
tations, Until Larch 194-3, herr EjUSCIi, under iicrr LQ-iofR, adminis--
tered the rations in the oomps.
I have carefully road through the single pa^^e of this affidavit,
have jnado tho nocossary corrections in my ovm hand and initialled
them, and horov/ith stato under oath that I have told tho puro truth
ir. this statoiviort to th.- best of my loiowlod^^o and belief.
(signature;) "^.ax Bii'
Svrorn to and si^nod boforo me this 19 (?) day of July 1947 at hu-
romborg by '."ax Ilf", iaiown to mo to bo the person making the above
affidavit.
(signature 0 . anfrud A.lSSBA-tiA: .
U.S .Civilian, iiC-0 .:uznbor 446510
Office of Chief of Coimsol for
.'ar Crimos, U.o, .Tar Dopartmont
CZIlTIl'ICi.T3 or- TIOj:-.CLi-.TIQ'T
21 Octobor 1947
f, ICathlocn Bramloy, l.o,20096 hereby certify that i am tho-
roghly conversant -with tho Lrglish and German languages, and
that the above is a true and corrjct translation of the ori
ginal document . lk-10761-
liathloon Uramloy, ! o,2.096
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TRi'jMSLi\TIOiT DDCU^Ii'f No". NJK-IC760
cr^T Tpr'T' "•"•-•n HT T"
i^FFIDAVIT
I, Heinrich L. KO_lSCHiiN, Nuornberjr, having been du3-^ warned that i'nlse
statements on my pa.rt will render me liable to Dunisbment, hereby de
clare the following under oath^ voluntarily and vd-thout coercion:
The Bertha-%rkj which b^^ special request of the /.rmcments I'inistiy
(Ruestungs-Iiinisterimu) wes originally constructed as a workshop for
"light field- ho?ri.tzer production" was until the end of the war soleljr
engaged on war production (light field howitzer production, torpedo
ejector tubes, air-olane crankshafts, anti-tank guns^ anti-aircraft
guns in limited numbers and 7,5 cm shells), and housed the necessary
preparatory and auxiliary plants.
I have carefully read this affidavit, consistin;; of one page, made the
necessary corrections in my handwriting, initialed them and hereby''
declare under oath that to the best of my kiio-;ledge and belief I have
told the absolute truth in this affidavit.
(Signature) Heinrich L. ICorschan
(signature of deponent)
Sworn- to and signed before me this IB day of July 19A-7 ^t Nuernberg
by Heinrich L. Korschm at present at Nuernberg, knovm to me to be .
the person making the above affidavit.
(Signature) Maximilian Xoes^lejr
U.S. Civilian D - 259503
(-iC-C number)
Office of Chief of •Counsel
for '7ar Crimes
U.S. "Tar Dc-w rtr.ent
1 ^
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TIlAi^^SLATICi\ OF DOOT-SNT Nc
CONTII'iUiD
C^i.TIFICATS OF TR/.A-SLAT70N
KIK-IO76S
IC Ilcvsmber 19A7
I, Phyllis RAY, 1ITC To, 36207^ hsreby certify that I fir a duly appoint
ed translator for the German and Englrsh languages and that the above
is a true and corrGct trcjislation of the document Jo. KIK-IO768.
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"END"
Phyllis IVlY
No.36237
TMNSUTION OF DOCUiPNT Ho* NIK-10752
0FFIC3 v^F GHIFF OF C"roJSSL FOa ''Aii Cf.IiiES
1, Friedrich JjiNSSSN, ^fter toen w^irned th:.t_I
render myself liable t: punishment by giving; a false affidrr.vit,
hereby state .m aath voluntarily and without duress;
As far as aircraft parts vjere concerned, it was mainly
cranjishafts that ^/ere manufactured to a ^reat extent
at Essen, near Hambur^j and later -also in the Osrtha plant.
These- cranisshafts were s'li by ZAPP, Z^iPP was the s-le
at.ent for ICrupp steel, . He pr-obably supplied the aircraft
factories. In this field, we had no direct o orir.ecta on with.
HEIKK:fL, JUN^rERS, ISSSFRSCHMITT etCfc As a Konzern, we wer.
cnly indirectly connected with the 'descr-Flug-G.m.b.H. through
the beschima^.. This concc-rn had been'established to
increase war pr-ducti-on, but was not en^a^cd in independent
research worlci
I have circfully read the one pa^^e of tnis affidavit, made and
initialled the necessary corroctions in iiy .own handwriting and
her-by state on oath that I have said the pure truth in this
statcjaent to the best of my 'oaowled^.e and beliefs
(si.^n- txore :) Friedrich JAIRvSFK
(signature of deponent)
Sworn to and signed before mo this 16th day of July 1£47 at
Nuernberg /Germany by Friedrich ICT.UFP *), Nuernberg, jnov.n t^ me to
be the person mxkin^. the above affidavit,
(signature :) illegible
D-0&4210
Office of Chief of Counsel for 7.hr Crimes
U'.S# Civ, ^'ar Department
*) Translator's note: shoul' resumably reac Friedrich SflANSSSN,
CERTIFICATE TdiiN"L.^TION
lb December 1S47
I, AKvETTE J-.LCddSOHl., TO A'o-, 2Jl46> hereby certify that I am a duly
r-pp.inted translator f.r the English and German lan^ua^es and that
the ab-.ve is a true and correct translation of the iocauent No,
NIX-107521,
" END "
ANhETTS JAC03S0HN
ETC No-, 20146
..a- Uv....d -d
•V
•ir:"..
TRA1T5IAII0N CP IX)CU]1£EITI ITc^. ]^IK:-10T54
OPPICB OP CHISP OP COITITSBL PGR WAR OHIM^S
APPIPAVII
/ '
I, Max Ihn, at present in Faer»^beM, after having
"been told that I am liable to punisfijp^S for giving
false testimony, hereby declare unders^oath,
Vf»liJintarily and v\'ithout coercion the xollov;lngj
In September 1940 the first prisoners of war
were brought to Essen for use in the Cast Steel Works.
In connection with the employment of prisoners of
war in the manufacture of war matoriai I would like
to say the following! As far as I know this question
was not dealt with by the Torstand, If, however, it
was discussed in the Vorstand I know nothing about
it. It was known to me that prisoners of war were
used in the manufacture of war material .
X have carefully read the one page of this affi*
davit, have made the necessary corrections in my
own handwriting and countersigned them with my
initials, and I hereby declare under oath that this
affidavit contains the pure truth to the best of
my knowledge and belief.
(signature)} Max Ihn
Sworn to and signed before me this 21 day of
July 1947 at Nuernberg by-Max Ihn, known to me
to be the person making the above affidavit.
• - -I
V'
(signature) Manfred.A» Isserman
U-,S»Civilian, 446810,
Office of Chief of Counsel
for War Crimes
U, S, Wax Dopart ment
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TB^'/iTSIu'.TIOrT 0? D0CUM.31TT Nr.im-10754
GOmXWJ^J>
o^zxificLT:^ OP w.mxi.xioiv
CP 3X)Cmin:!KT N"r.NIIv-10754.
16 Of^-tobor 194-7
I, Kathlooii ITr. 20096, horoby cortify
that I an thrrrughly orjavcrsant v^ith tho English
and Gorrian languages and that the abayc is a true
and orrrent translation of the poouncnt No». HIJI—
10754,
'Kathleen BIh'jyiEEY,
Ko. 20096•
, ^ -pf.'
> * ' • 'r- • 1 L'&.'k
m-sL/fTiCr''ov Docu::-'yc. mij:-io74S
CFFIC7. CF CKEF OF CCUNS1:L K^R TAFl CIlBS-S
/.ffid;.vit
Xf Alfried KRUP? von Bohlon uncl H.".lbnch^ Kuornber^, cftor bavins
warned that X shall render iryself liable to nunishiTiint ba ma.king a
false statoment.j. herewith declare the follo'.vin^ on oath, of n^y own
free will and without coercion:
'-•fith reforence to occasional arguments which apparently arose from
tijne to time betweea Xiupp officials concerned resroctively with pron
diiction a.nd rnaintonanoG of discipline of foreivi workers, and KZ
irimates;
It was the .attitude of the Diraktorium that ^rupp could not pro
vide starvation rations and ask the workers at the scxre time to work
8-12 hours a day.
On the other hand the Di.F maintained that Geraan workers sbared^
their rations w^-th their fajnilics, and that, in tho If st count, foreign
workers must not bo £iven more than German vrar'kors.
iir, Ihn reported to .•..e once or twice a 'aonth on conditions amopg
the workers* I took no special steps to satisfy myself that authority
and regulations for the mrintcn-'nco of discipline were not being abus
ed, because I relied on m.cn like Mr, Ihn^ to deal vath such matters.
I remember one incident when a foreman had tried to beat yp one op
some of tho men, and vro said things like that must not be allowed to
hp,ppen because-it was not humane trocatment.
It was often hard to understand the attitude of tho party people.
They and thn Governirent assuod a lot of orders, hich we felt we had
to carry out. I r.drait that Krupp should have been more careful in
issuing orders concerning vjorkers to point out which of thorn, wepe
issued by the party and the government. It wras dangerous, and gcaye
perhaps a. measure of' approval to the thing and encourarod brutality
that Krupp issued orders, such as thcat stating tha.t foreign workers
should be severel""" handlod.
I heard that the contracts of foreign v^orkars of som-e nationafir-
ties were to be extended against the -will of tho \vorkers. This was^
an indication tha.t they wore not voluntary -TOrkors - at least not after
such contrract extoisr.on. V'hethcr Krupp extendod such contracts, I
don^t know.
i-ikih.wfefik-nAl'-rr'i'ii'ii
Titu\si;.Tia; cfDGcuSijr rJo. ijik-iov^s
CCIITIijUSD
(page 2 of oririnal)
I knew thct the Ileich Iron Association issued instructions to
identify any Bolshevist Corjrissars amongst the scuads of foreirn
••workers or P'.-'s and to send thera back to ?'• ca:riDs. Commissars were
said to be identifiable by yold fillings in their teeth.
Krupp asked for foreign v/orkers because German workers were not
available and it was the dutv of even'' German to aciieve the hi.'''hest
possible output and/to help ran the ^-far. Kan-'- of the foreirn workers^
but not all of them, were prepared to helo Germany to v.in the war.
As for the others - a lot of Germans also had to do things, V'jhich
they didn't want to do. I had the feeling that it was rot quite right
to give orders to extend contracts of vrorkers against their will, but*
we were not able to object successfully to Goverm.ent orders. In com-
plving with orders we v;ent no further than '.bsolutely necessary, and .
a lot of orders were evaded ra one way or another, ''-e asked,for ins-'
tance, for more workers than we exoected to get} and if we had accept
ed all orders we "'ould have wanted more vjorksrs than we obtained,
h/hen too large a nu'nber of workers v;as" offered to us, we said that v/e
could not take them, because we had insufficient accommodation or needr
ed timber and cement for thie construction of nev/ billets, could not
let the Government or Party susoect sabotage; and I maintain that we
had no intention of jeopardizing the possibility of a Germ.an victory.
'7e all did our best to help win the v/ar. "•.'e tried to find a way of abid'
ing by the orders of the Government v^ithout breaking international laws.
Although the scope o.f the war required constant increa.se in pro
duction, and consequently more and more foreign v/orkers, I don't think
(page 3 of original)
that it is the business of industrialists to v/orry their heads over
the strategical aspects of the war at all.
I have carefully read e£ch of the 3 pages of this affidavit and have
signed them personally. I have m.ade the necessary/ corrections in my
ovm handwriting and have countersigned them '^Vith my initials and I
declare here^'/ith under o&th that I have stated the absolute truth to
the best of mv knowledge and belief.
(Signature) A. Krupo v. Bohlen und Halbach
(Signature of deponent)
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Tra..;SUTM CF DOCUliCNT Ko. HIK-1074S
CCi'iTINUJD
(pa^s 3 of original, cont'd) Mi
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Sworn to and slprned "before me this 17 day of July 1947 ^t Nuremberg
by Alfried. IffiUPB von "Bohlen und Halbach, knovn to ma to be the person
making'the above affidavit.
(signature) H. Russell.Thaygx.
U.S. Civilian U 416113
Office of Chief of Counsel for
7'a.r Crimes, U.S. T'ar Department
CSRTIFICAl^ OF TRAiiSLA'TlOU
10 November 1947
I, Leonard LA'TIlliCL, "aO. 20136, hereby certify that I am a duly
appointed translator for the German and Dnglish languages and that the
above is a true and correct translation of tlis document No. nIK-10746,
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^ n-iw/•
Leonard 317 "DT TCE
No. 20136
K.' d .k' ,
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THiiKSL^TIOi: Oi
AFFIDAVIT.
i>Jo. laX - 107-:-9
OE'PICE OP Grlisj- oy 0QJMS71s ±QH. '..^na Olll-iSS
I» Alfricd IdUFP von BO.-iLIii^ land rlALBjvC.-l, HuernbtircV, h^.vin*; Doon
duly v/arned tloat I shall "be liable to punisluicnt for any faleo
statoncnts I r.ia.y herev/itli declare the followiriry under oath^
of ay own free will and without coercion:
(init. ) ^ longer recall the decision aado by the Krupp firu in
respect to tbs eaploynent of foreign workers. This decision must
have been taken, however, by the Diroctoriua in 1940. Prof. lODPFiTS
and Bhrr LOFSEBl had direct responsibility for the carryiivj out of
such decisions.
I recollect th?t I was told about this time th-^t the Zrupp
firm would employ voluntary foreign workers. I remember that
each of the mombors of the Directorium had to sign the author-
(init, ) ization fdr"the e^ipenditure of large amounts of money to build
camps for these workers, I did not make any innriry as to whether
those v/orkers were actually voluntary. •
(init • )
At a, Ister date there v/as a. discussion between members of the
DircctoriuT-'i concerning a new order that Russian civilian, workers
were to be kopt in cauj-^s surrounded by wire, I do not Iciow
whether I was told that the wire was to be barbed. The I'H.ason
for the wire was- that these workers v;ould bo un.able to lea.vo
the caj.ips in the evening; and so.that the foreigners vrould hot
bo a.blo to run into the town, and in case of air raids to prcver.b;
the possibility of plunder. I rea.lize thft it was. not a. nice
thing to do to confine then in txiis way; but I believed th-!\t it •
v;as necessary; and I did not feel bound to spoak about it any
more.
I remember receiving a report — probably fro^.. Mr. LmuIA.mT
and probadoly concerning recruitment in France — about the
difficulties which the Krupp officials liad in obtaining la-bor in
foreign countries because the foreigners did not want to cone
to G-crnany. I could understand tiiat foremniers did not want to
(init, ) Essen because of the bombing; and I would not lm-,ve wanted
to do so myself had X been a foreigner. Later on I bieard tliat
there had been compulsory recruiting of workers in occupied
territories;
(Si,-;naturG }
(p»g0 2 of original)
and I Imow that the workers lia.d not come volunt?,rily but tlm'.t they
had boon ordered to come.
-I-
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(p?{--o 2 of ori&'inal» cont'-^.)
I hrvo c^rofully rj?.d throur^h oach of the tv/o prr^js of t
statonont under oath, countorsi^-'ned then, n?do the iiocossr-'xj'
corrections in ray own h?ndwritin^i ?-nd countorsicned then v/ith ray
initipJs, and iecl^re herewith under Ofth, tn^'.t in this statcucnt
_ 4.'.— ~+- -r-\Tr rti.rT i-i-'Vi.iT T ViO^r.'a Q-nrilr-ai-i "h'-i.-a nT~, a : i+•.,
J.4XJ. - .
to the "best of ray knowlodtce and belief, I have spoken the ahsoluto
truth. •
Sip;nature; KllUrP von 50di)?ii'7 urxd
(Sir^naxuro of deponent)
Sworn to and si&ned before rae this 17 day of July lS-1-7 at "Ju : r,_
by -^Ifricd KHUPP von BOnLBN und .ofiLBjiC-i, known to rao to bo tA:-j
person rarking tho a.bove affidavit.
Sicvnature:
U.S„ Civilian I) 415 413
Office of Cdiof of Counsel for
W?,r Oriues u..S.
Ifer Bo-crxtracnt
G3RTIPICaT3 op TIhu)JSI^.TIOh
S "Jovorabor 19-.;7
I, Pliyllis Bay, 3T0 Ho- 36287, hereby certify tl^at I an a duly
appointed translator for tho G-orjria.n and Erv.lish l?nt">^^<l-os and
tliat tho above is a true and correct translation of tho cdocuj.i,ont
Ho. HIS - 10749.
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TR.-ii"SLATIOh o:; LOCmSHT Ho Hiz:-6813
OFiTici:, op.CEisi-: aw r.oTn-TK^L ovsms
I mal^e the follovjing statement Toluntarilj'" and without iDeing
subjected to ojiy duress!
I, hans KUPKS, was born in Ostrowo/Poznan on 18 i-iarch 1885, in
the year 1905 I entered the army, in v/hich I served until the end of
1930. (The words "the end of" are crossed out and "January" written
above). I lia.d a.lroady been attached to the Police in 1919, and I
served in various administrations until 1934. I served in the '•lehrmacht
again from 1915 until spring 1938, In _iugust 1938 I Joined the firm
of Erupp ?-s section senior clerk.in cha-rge of foreign transactions,
I did this work for one yca.r and was then entrusted v/ith the super
vision of the fihing—rango . a,t Psscn, In 1943 I took over the
mancgcment of the community camps, I was responsible for the supervision
of all the Erupp camps, with the exception of P.o.J. c=mps, concentra
tion can^s and special camps, ky a.ctivities in connection with the
supervision of these camps included looking »ftor food, accommodation
and camp equipment and dca.ling v;ith security matters such as providing
nccessarj'" personnel and supervising and looking '-ftcr aliens, etc.
Hoforc I took over, the =,stern workers were looked after by the
plant police under the direction of Hcrrn WILSHAUS, whose deputy
v:as Hcrr khiSSBL. The '.vestcm workers v;ore t^'kcn care of by Eorr LAUEIBR.
(not completely legible owing to handwritten alteration). The P.o.v/.'s
came under the Jchrmacht except for food ^nd accommodation, which v;cro
taken over by Krupp, Dr. LBHMAIE^ wa.s responsible for the procurement
of workers, Herr DICKi-IEIBE was exclusively concerned with getting
Eussian and French P.o.V/s;
In the Spring of 1943 there were about 30.000 - 23.000 foreign
workers in the Erupp camps, about 10.000 of whom wore Russians. In
the Spring of 194'jr wc ha.d 15.000 and at the beginning of 1945 we had only
10 - 11000 foreign workers loft. About 21.000 worked in the cast-stcel-
works.
liSy-D§_ Qf DiSi
Although I assorted that foreign workers only had to work 10 hours
daily, I recognize the document submitted to me, according to which
Sastern workers had on principle to work 12 hours. Hero X wfU'-read,
ahothof document"]- which is official: "To Camp, Food Authorities. After
consultation with Eerrn liUPKD the foreign camp workers of Foorde Ost
camp are to work 11 hours daily, including a break of one hour. Some
of these people are elderly men ©nd others are Grpect=nt mothers.
A v/orking day of 12 hours therefore seems out of place,
.signed SCEl^SIDER, camp loader,"
'jcncra.l remarks and remarks on health in the camps,
I would like to repeat th^^t I know of no complaints made by
foreign workers regarding inadoqua.t':! food or bad treatment in the
c^mps. The documents placed before mo, in v.'hich foreign workers
complain of their food and troi^tmcnt must have a basis of truth, although
I can no longer recall everything that haepencd at the time. The camps
wore overcrowded and there v/crc not enough air raid trenches.
Pregnant women could consent to abortion.
(page 2 of original)
This had to bo carried out by a. Russian doctor under the supervision
of Dr. JAB«xER. The Russian workers were botv/ocii 20 onl 26 years old.
Their children v/crc ot first ecconmodatcd in a hospital from which they
V7ore l-'-'tor sent to a cj^mp. An cuidomic of dipthcria broke out there and
mary of them died.
- 1 -
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(page 2 of original cont'd)
Foodt
i v/as responsible for food. According to my statements of 20
September 194-5, the rrr.tions received by the Eastern vrorkers in the
Summer of 1944 consisted of 3000 gr,bread, 230-300 gr. meat, 7-10
lbs potatoes and 2B0-500 gr, fat. The meat vjas either beef or horse
flesh. In the concentration camps the weekly ration per head consisted
of 4-000 gr, bread, 7-8 lbs "ootatoes, 400 gr. meat and 400 gr. fat
(approx.).Jewesses in a concentration camp received the same ration
as heavy workers and not the same as very heavy v;orkers, as I stated
earlier. I can no loi^-er recall what rations were given to the
inmates of the special camps.
Persons in the camr administration and -persons who were well
acouainted with it.
There v/ere frequent discussions with the directorate; so I may
assume that the directorate v;as informed of everything that happened.
I myself spoke to directors JAHSBH, EOUBPBMOUT, and Erich l-rUELIiilP.,
My chief was Herr IH¥ and I was also directly responsible to him.
My reports were also addressed to Horrn STPATl-'ifdJE", the head of the
labor protection (Arbeitsschutz), and to H rrn von 3IBL0"J. Herr
KP^h^US v7orked with the labor alloca.tion section J, technical adpini-
str8,tor of Eoich Labor allocation (Home Labor Allocptions ) Urboits-
cinsatz J Arbcitseinsatzingenieur (Inneneinsatz) and Wc?.s head of the
Economic Office ("'/irtschaftsbuGro). Herr SPLCHT was responsible to
Horrn KHAUS for the p,llocation of labor for the plant. Herr PLSS3
worked for mc and his rosponsibilitcs included adlocation of labor,
burials and property left by those who died. Herr SaGER also worked
with me and was responsible for the equipment of tho camps. He is
still employed by Kirupp. Dr. LEHl'iAlRI was head of Labor Allocation
Section A and wa-s responsiblo for procuring workers from foreign
countries. Dr. LLFLiAHH went to duchenwald in'^ordor to get prisoners
there, Herr LICKi^iEIJR worked exclusively on the procurement of Russian
and French P.o.Ws.Horr KAiHIOmana.ged the locomotive vrorkshop, Eorr
HlilZ worked vrith Labor Alloca.tion Section J. Herr HOLTE wa.s section
hoa.d of tho construction office (Baubuero), (he built the camps),
Herr ROSSGLH v/a.s factory manager (Betriebsfuchrer) of Rolling Mill I
and Herr BRaUIT manager of Rolling Mill II. Herr L-JHI-'iiuM's deputy
was Herr TROCiSL. The doctor in charge of the Hrupp hospitals wa.s
Dr. •flLLB, there was a special station under Dr. FATTiHlE's control in
tho Josef Hommcr Jeg. Dr. J_-iBGER rendered medical services. Tho cpji^
leader of the Kumboldt Strasse Conccntra.tion C»mp was Herr RHiCK,
In the higher camp administration (Obcrla^crfuohrung) Dr.
and myself acted as liaison with the Gestapo. Plans concerning food
were sent to Korrcai IHH, LDK-iiNlT and 3TR.-^TM^IE. The camps were visited
by Horren lHE,von BULLO'/f and Dr. LSHr-lAHE,
Liaison v/ith tho Oostaroo. (Secret State Police)-
All our spodial camps wore under Gestapo control. In the
Higher Camp Administration Dr. LDHil4iW and myself acted as liaison
with the Gestapo. I seldom went to tho Gestapo alone; Herr von BDELOVT
usually accomDaniod me. At the Gestapo offices I negotiated with
Kriminalkommissar BOVrDFSIDPDiT and the Chief of the Gestapo, Eriminalrat
HOHIiES. On these occasions wo dealt with security matters and censoi^
shin questions. Cases of death and escape were dealt with in writing.
I contacted the Gcstano
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T)erson?J.ly in the case of political matters such as questions of
security, reports on morale, complaints regarding foreign workers
and "oolitica-1 aifairs concerning the camp inmaios. Reports on such
ma,tters vrere adways sent to Kerren IHiT and von BUBLOvJ'.
I also made reports to the aforementioned gentlemen on money
matters. It concorned a sp6ci,al.-bonus" which'the £rupp firm^ pa.id.-'-to
all G-estapo agents, ^rom the middle of 1944 onwards Ecrr tnir";i®RS, v/ho
worked for the Gestpo, received a. spocia-l bonus of 50,— RI-jI for out
standing services — i.e. for investigations and establishing facts on
various offences and politicad matters, I applied to Herrn BUliLGV/
for this money, v/hich I then remitted to Herrn LHSISRS, Other Gestapo
agents v/lio received this special bonus were usuallj'" paid by Herrn
"•JILSHAlTS.- Other liaison men with the Gestapo were Hcrrcn HAS IBL,
STRA'Tl-iAl'iT, von BUHLOW and ^niHBBRG,
Illtreafmont of forei6:n workers;
I myself never witnesncd any eases of illtrcatincnt; but I have
hoard that people were bea.ton. I know nothing about special instruments
for the corporal piinishmont of the workers. The document shown to mo,
bears my signature and has the following contents:
"To Herrn SaGHR: The 80 steel-whips can be distributed as follows:
Hrintopcr Strasso 2 Lueschcrhofstra.ssc 6
Vocrdc Ost 10 Vocrdc Tost 5
Dorsten 10 Lintorf 10
Muehlhcim 5 Wcidkpjip 15
Kraftstrassc 17
This letter dates from the Summer of 1944, I had received the stool—
v.'hips from the Works Police, where Horr ""'THIHSERG v/p,s in cha-rgo of the
instruments of punislimcnt. Heuxenvon BIBLOW, IHH a.nd 'JILSHAUS knev;
tha.t these instruments existed. They were distributed vfith the
knowledge and approva.l of those gentlemen, I myself wa.s the Security
Officer (Abwchrbep.uftragtcr) for the camp. I adv/ays informed nerren
IH¥ and BUTLOW by word of mouth ©bout the illtroatment of Polish and
Russian v/orkcrs, Herr IHW reported everything th^t wont on in the
Eastern workers and P.o.W,'s camps to Herrn KRUPP.
signed: (handwritten signature) Hans IiUPKS
J.W.Ii. PaTHBOBKS, Major
President
(Stamp:) Militarj^- Government
Summarj'- Court
Ssson 130 dST,
C-.R'JIPICaTT or THAiTSLATIOH
Juno 27, 1947
I, Mona Macleod, 38347, hereby certify th°t I am thoroughly
conversant with the English and German languages ^nd that the
above is a true and correct translation of the document iTo HIH—6813.
kona Ma.clood
Ho. !®P 6813
"BiTD"
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Essen 1 Oc"to"ber. 194d
Interrogation
I, Max IHH, "born 25 January 1890, make the following declaration
voluntarily, today, 1 October 1945,_ . • ''
Previously I was a regular officer, I retired and on 15 September
1919 I went to DUSSELDORF to the Employee's Association* In 1921,
I transferred to HA:4i4, On 1st June 1933, J-began my activities with the
firm of KRUPF in ESSEi^.
There at first, I dealt chiefly with matters- concerning ernxoloyees*
In October 1935, I became Intelligence commissioner of the War Ministry
and A-/as directly under that department. Erorn 1935 I was'responsible for
dealing with incoming letters containing secret instructions and handling
and dealing with war materials or correspondence and such like matters
and finally with counter-espionage* '.Then I first joined the firm in 1933,
I was re^onsible to Mr* BU5GHESLD who was my superior. He was a member
of the directorate. After his death. Dr. Loehser became his successor.
My last superior was Director JAHSSSF, to whose department I belonged and
to whom I sent my reports. I made most of these reports verbally. Until
1943, the remedying of Tarrif difficulties aiid single q;aestions (complaints
which came from the employees) belonged to my sphere of work. Eurther,
I had to look after all workers (including Eastern and Foreign workers),
the transmission of regulations regarding pay and catering.
• I v;as engaged with workers questions since 1939. Amongst these
were personnel Administration, '.^age office, Uelfare, Advej^x^JL^s and Press
under Mr. v. Buelow Labor Allocation (Arbaitseinsatz),.,.^^-v|>
*(Handwritten correction:
and Work protection (Arbeitsschutz)
I was in contact with (him) and often received direct orders from ihm.
(Translator's Rote} Handwritten correction, him being replaced by
Mr, Gustav Krupp^v, Bohlen)
From 1943 on, Oberlagerfuehrung (Chief camp direction) cc—operative
stores, hospitals and the administration of houses came under my control*
Further, also matters «f administration which were the responsibility of
a specialist. Thfe guarding and feeding of foreigners was also under me*
P.W.s were not under me but were under the Jurisdiction of the Military
authorities. ' ' > -
On 31 March 1943, I became a deputy member of the directorate-..
(Translator's Note; The original shows "director" which is changed to
"deputy member of the directorate" b^ hand).
• I now came into contact with Mr. Alfried Krupp. '
About 1,000 employees came under my direct care. In 1943 there -were
about 15,000 employees in the whole of the Cast Steel works, about 55,000
workers '(including foreign workers) so that about 7®,000 people ware employe,
in all. The highest number of foreign workers employed was about 20,000,
• . I have named this figure from my own knowledge and not from the letter
from Mr, Kupke in which he told me ha had said during the interrogation by t;
ESS, • that 20,000 foreign workers were employed
(Page 2 of original):
The working hours for these foreigners"were laid down by the works, in
1
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. (Gont^d^ . __
in ether yords, I was respensihle ffyy it, Y^uthe wej-a empl^^d-ajnt^n^P^
them from 14 years on,
foreign workers arrived for the first tiro® in 1941/42.
first concentration camp prisoners arrived in the stinimer ordautuffin
of 1941 although the firm of Krupp had already asked for a number of them,
betwe=.n 1,100 and 1,500 on 22 September 1942. I was responsible for the •
emplo^.'jnent of these people as well as for correspondence in regards to the
procx'prement of these concentration camp inmates. Since I cannot remember
from whom I received the order to carry on the correspondence about conc
entration camp•prisoners, I must'take the resppnsibility for it, Ihe food
supply of all .camps, incldding special and concentration camps was alsp
under me, I admit that, at first, there were i^-any complaints from the
, foreign wprkers about the bad feeding whilst later on complaints were
received about the food from time to time.
I knew that steel birches had been, distriouted in the works (but.not
in the^ camps), I was inforijied that workers were beaten up in the works
and camps, I informed the Directorate*about these cases, but I spoke
*(Handwritten correction emphasising that Janssen was informed)
especially to hr. JiuJSSai) about these occurrences ^d gave orders that
beatings were not alla^'^ed, I admit that mishandlings had taken place in
Mr, LOHSilR's time, ' '
The 520 concentration camp prisoners who were employed b"*^ Krupp were
ordered by me on instructions from the Directorate. The request about these
prisoners was talked over by" th'e Directorate in my presence and it is quite
possible that r.r, ^fried lirupp von Bohlen was present, as far as I know,
these prisoners came from Buchenwald, I talked to the Buchenwald canp,
commander personally here at Krupp's once, and he informed me of the
conditions under which we could employ concentration camp prisoners,
Br. Lehmann travelled to Buchenw'ald on orders,- in order to settle the
conditions under which we could employ the prisoners, • I did not know that
Krupp had empl'eyed 22 concentration camp prisoners from Auschwitz,
The concentration camp.prisoners were housed by Krupp in wooden
barracks in the Humbsldatrasse. I wa,s informed about what happened in
•this cam^,
I repeat that in 1942 I was responsible for matters concerning workers
(German and Foreign), Even then the conditions in the camps were such
that Gauleiter Schlessmann wrote saying thai if conditions werfe not improved
he would take action himself, Gurely Dr, Loeser talked mver the-conditions
/at that time with Mr* Gustav Krupp von Bohlen,
The workers wh#i were incaoable of work, were transferred-.
(Page 3 of original) •
Dr. Janssen suggested that the 520 Jewesses who were employed at Krupp's
should be taken away before the occupation-, nanelv back to Buchenwald. I
assume that Kr. Alfried Krupp von Bohlen must have known about it, 'Vhen
I was taken ill on 22 Febnmry 1945, I gave .Mr. Lehmann the order to send
these people back to Buchenwald, I did know that there were confidential
agents (Vertrau-ensraanner) of the firm in the factory and camps vjho made
reports on occurrences in the camp.
Only people in the camps v;ho had appeared at work received food*
I
he
I know from a report by Mr, KUPKB in which he drew my attention to
the fact that, during hie interrogation by the Field Security Section, (
— S
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(Cont'd)
gave the nuniher of foreign workers as 20,000. i did not take the figure
which I gave from Kupke's letter.
The handling of the special camps was under Mr» von Buelovi's control,
The assertion "by Kupke and Lehmann that I was frequently in the
camps and that I was fully informed of the occurrences in the camps (also
ahout th.e maltreatment and "bad feeding^ is true.
(signed) IHH
(Translation reyiev/ed "by Mr. Lang)
C':RTXFICiiT3 OF TEAI.SLaTION
I, ERiTA S, UIB--mALL, AGO iifo. I)rl50096, hereby certify that I am
thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages; and that the
above is a true and correct translation of Document ~'o
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^ affidavit
I, Alfrisd KEUPP von BOHLEN lond HALBACHj having been -warned that I shall
be liable to punishment if I make a false statement, hereby make the
following statement under oath voluntarily and vrLthout coercion:
As far as I can remember the key positions of LOESSER within
the Konzern were:-
A) Direction of the Finance Department.
Loeser determined, after obtaining the agreement of my father (in
which he nearly always succeeded), the financial policy of the Konzern
in respect of for instance: accounting, taxation, depreciation, loans,
welfare expenditure5 approvals for the construction of new plant
facilities, housing, camp living quarters, etc: the acquisition of
real property, the acquisition of shares, investments, pensions, etc.
He influenced the financial and accounting policies of the subsidiary
companies, of companies in which the Firm had an interest, and of the
affiliated plants at home and abroad. The founding of new companies
and the re-organization of existing companies both at home and abroad
took place on his responsibility,
b) Direction of the Commercial Departments.
Loeser had a decisive influence on sale and price policies, and
particularly on export: for this reason, and also due to his in
fluence in the Iron and Steel Associations - at least until 19U2 -
he exerted great influence on tl:^ production program of the Krupp
plants. Jointly with the technical departments he made decisions
on undertaking new manufactures or discontinuing old ones.
(signature) Alfried Krupp von Bohlen
und Halbach
(Page 2 of original)
He had a leading part in negotiations with government price-deter
mining agencies,
c) Direction of the Administration.
Loeser was responsible for all the administrative offices of the
« 1 -
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Fri=5d. ICrupp A.G, and for th^>ir operation in th^ Konz^rn. For exampla:
P^rsonn^l Adrninistratlon, ths Payroll Offices for Salaries and Vsiag^s,
Housing iidministration. Hospitals, ths co-operative Store, ;-igriculture
Projects, and Administration of the Barrack-Camps—at least until
iq)[1 or 19k2y when a re-organization was made of the administration
of the barrack camps,
d) Various offices.
Loeser had charge of the Organization Department and the Auditing
Office. The latter was formally also subject to the entire Board
of Directors (Gesamt-Direktorium), but in practice it was primarily
subject to Loeser. Through these two offices Loeser was in a posi
tion to observe and to influence all the commercial, financial,
organizational and administrative happenings in the Konzern. As far
as I can remember, he also had charge of the Patent Office, whereby
he was able to exert influence on patent and license policies; and
further, of the News Office, through which contact was maintained
with the press.
By reason of these key positions Loeser had access outside the
Krupp Konzern to all business and government circles with which his
fields of activity had any coniiection, thus:
As to a) The Finance Ministry and its sub-departments.
The Ministry of Fconomy, the Ministry for Foreign Affairs,
The Reichsbank, the Foreign Exchange Control Offices, the
Haupttreuhandstelle Ost = HTO (Main Trustee Office for the
East), the Reich Commissar for Eneny Property,
(signature) Alfried Krupp eon
Bohlen und Halbach
(Page 5 of original)
the large
banks and other financial institutions, the Cost Price
Committee and similar committees of the Bezirksgruppe
"Nordwest", etc.
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As to B) Th^ R3ich/for Pric3 Determination, the Price Control
Offices of the branches of the Wehrmacht and other govern
ment organizations. Associations for market and sales
control, at least until 19^2, etc.
As to C) The I-linistry of the Interior, The Public Health Authori
ties. Municipal Administration. Regional Associations,
such as the Ruhr Settlement Association, etc.
Summarizing, I can say that during the years from 1957 until
I9U5 the entire Krupp business policy was decisively influenced by Loeser
and to a considerable extent also determined by him. Thereby it often
came into the sharpest conflict with the traditional Krupp policy. Tha
period from 1937 to 19h3 can correctly be referred to as the "LOESER
era".
The period aft?r Loeser had left the Board of Directors of the
Firma Krupp was too short to eliminate the particular characteristics
and the consequences of his activities in favor of the Krupp tradition.
I have carefully read each of the 3 of this affidavit, I have made
the necessary corrections in my own handwriting and signed them with ray
initials, and I hereby declare on oath that I have teid the absolute
truth in this affidavit to the best of my knowledge and belief.
(signature) Alfried Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach
Sworn to and signed before me this 31 day of July 19U7 at Nuernberg by
Alfried Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach know to me to be the person making
the above affidavit.
(signature) William J. Steen
U.S. Civilian A-It/4.6S32
Office of Chief of Counsel for Y*ar Grimes
U.S. War Department
certificate of TRAN3LATI0N
13 November 19^7
I, Kathleen Bramley, No.2009.6,hereby certify that I am thoroughly conver
sant with the English and German languages, and that the above is a true
and correct translation of Document No, NIK-10772.
KATHLEEN BRAf.OLEY,
No. 200^
'eId*
